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CHAPTER I 
INTROWCT ION 
At the present time, automatic merchandising is car-
ried on primarily with articles that are small and not too 
expensive - it is a little publicized form of marketing that 
appears to be growing. Though machine selling as an industry 
has not reached the proportions of many of our other distrib-
utive channels, it may have potentialities as a method of mass 
distribution in the future. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to present a des-
criptive and critical analysis of the vending industry; to 
determine how it operates at the present time and to investi-
gate the requirements and problems of vending machine opera-
tors. Further, since the industry is composed of firms rang-
ing in size from very large to only one-man operations, an 
attempt is made to compare the advantages and disadvantages 
of size. Finally, a critical analysis is presented in order 
to draw conclusions as to the further use of vending machines 
as a method of marketing. 
In order to limit the scope of the study, only 
automatic merchandising, which means selling commodities by 
fully automatic machines, is discussed. Though, in some ways, 
this is a fine line of distinction, it nevertheless excludes 
service machines as well as gaming, amusement and music sell-
ing devices. Also eliminated by this definition are such 
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institutions as Automats, which are not in reality automatic, 
and Keedoozle type operations which are, by no means, coin-
operated vending machines. 
Even though service machines are not intentionally 
included as part of the paper, many problems of the service 
vendor are akin to those associated with commodity vending 
and are thus included. The reader should have no trouble dis-
tinguishing those problems which are also applicable to serv-
ice industries of which locations, machines and pricing are 
probably the most important. 
Automatic merchandising as an industry is becoming 
important. To even the most unobserving of persons, the uses 
to which vending machines are put, and the ever-increasing 
number of items which are being automatically mercb~dised, 
should be apparent. In bowling alleys, theatres, night clubs, 
restaurants, subways and dozens of other places, wherever 
crowds congregate, there are usually machines dispensing a 
wide variety of services and an extensive and growing list 
of commodities. 
The following lists enumerate some of the many items 
or both t.ypea that are vended by machine today: 
Commodities Service 
Tooth brushes Shoe shine 
Ice 
Ice cream 
Popcorn 
Shave 
Sun Tan Lotion 
Weight 
5. 
Commodities 
Hot Dogs 
Milk 
Hot Coffee 
Postage Stamps 
G~ 
Service 
Locker service 
Laundry 
Insurance (travel) 
Tickets 
Change makers 
Beyond these more novel items are those products 
which are the backbone or staples of the industry, candy, 
cigarettes and soft beverages. 
More significant than the array of products handled, 
in showing the importance of vending, is the number of firms 
whose existence is either wholly or partially dependent upon 
the industry. There are over 280 companies supplying such 
miscellaneous items as spare parts, slug-ejectors, syrups, 
candy, nuts, as well as the machines themselves in order that 
the vendors may do more than 1/2 billion dollars worth or 
business annually. (See Table I.} 
As for the n~ber of companies and independent opera-
tors engaged in marketing through vending machines, there could 
be only a rough guess. But Table II demonstrates that the ma-
jority o£ operations are within the classification of small 
business considering that 77.2 per cent of all operations em-
ploy three or less persons, including the owner. This suggests, 
bearing in mind the dollar volume of merchandise handled yearly, 
that there are a tremendous n~ber of small ·operators each 
earning a finite share of the gross sales of the industry. (1) 
This, however, is not meant to suggest that all companies en-
gaged in automatic merchandising are small; The Automatic Can-
teen Company of America in 1947 had gross sales and leases of 
18,514,058 dollars from which they realized a net income of 
over 700 thousand dollars. (2) This volume of sales was 
accomplished through the use of some 250 thousand machines 
distributing candy, beverages, cigarettes, nuts and gum through-
out the United States. 
TABLE I 
DOLLAR VOLUME OF VENDING 1~CHINE SALES - 1947 
Cigarettes 
Soft Drinks 
Candy 
Nuts 
Chewing Gum 
BY CLASSIFICATIONS 
(Millions of Dollars) 
Ice Cream and Dairy Products 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
300 
100 
70 
10 
10 
5 
10 
505 
Source: Printers Ink, October 1, 1948, p.30, 11 Can You Se11 
Your Products Through Vending Machines?" B. Saper-
stein. 
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(1) B. R. Canfield -Advertising and Selling, August 1947, "Will 
Robots Revolutionize Marketing?" - states it has been ·estima-
ted that there are over 3000 operators of cigarette machines 
alone each netting about four dollars per month per machine 
profit. 
(2) Moody's Industrials - 1948. 
TABLE II 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES PER OPERATOR 
(Full-Time Operators) 
Employees 
3 or less (including owner) 
4 - 9 • • • 
10 or more • • • 
• 
• • 
Percentage of 
all Operators 
77.2 
• 12.2 
• 10.6 
Total 100.0 
Source: Vend, December 1948, p. 36, "Pulse of the Indus-
try," G. R. Schreiber 
Thus an examination of the facts shows that auto-
matic merchandising is big, widespread and diversified busi-
ness. Its size alone is impressive, but when the number of 
persons whose livelihood is dependent upon the success or 
failure of a mere machine is considered, it is safe to con-
elude that vending has reached economic importance. 
Yet in spite of the position of vending as an in-
dustry, surprisingly little has been written on it - for all 
practical purposes there is no major work. The bulk of the 
material written has appeared in business and financial 
periodicals over the years - two periods being responsible 
for the vast majority of the articles. During the 1920's 
when impersonal selling was establishing itself on firm 
ground, the issues were very controversial. Business journa-
lists were quick to take sides either with or against the ris-
ing flood of machines and were not averse to making their 
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feelings well heard. J. H. Stevenson (1) in 1929 pointed 
out that vending machines took slugs, needed rich territories 
to operate within, were susceptible to theft, dw1age and jam-
ming by vandals. Conversely, H. B. Clark commented in Sales 
Management (2) that vending machines afforded a method of 
making cash sales, enjoying rapid turnover of merchandise and 
reaching a wide market. Yet in spite of slightly different 
emphasis on their opinions all writers agreed that the auto-
matic salesman had arrived and offered potentialities despite 
some shortcomings. 
Although new developments in the field were reported 
from time to time as they were suggested or utilized, not un-
til after World War II did the second spasm of controversial 
writing appear in papers and magazines. With the innovations 
contributed by the war effort and the country headed back to 
a peace-time economy, operators started to expand. New 
machines became available with newer and finer "gadgets" - and 
again reporters began to speculate on the possibilities of 
vending. Perhaps the most outspoken and optimistic writer 
was B. R. Canfield (3) who implied in his article that vend-
ing has almost limitless possibilities. Writing about 
( 1) Printers Ink Monthly, August 1929, 11Au tomatic Retailing 
Is Not All Roses." 
(2) Sales Management, August 4, 1928, "Stop-Look-Listen Before 
Tackling Automatic Selling." 
(3) Advertising and Selling., August 1947, "Will Robots Revolu-
tionize Marketing?" 
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self-service grocery stores and gasoline stations, he stated 
that if all were to go as planned, it would not be long be-
fore a housewife could select all of her provisions while 
sitting comfortably in a small room letting a machine do the 
work. More specifically, Canfield spoke of vending frozen 
foods and packaged goods as almost a certainty. The recent 
failure of Keedoozle in Memphis, Tennessee, casts some doubt 
as to how soon these predictions will become a reality. 
So much for the publications coming to the attention 
of the business world in general. A second, and less publi-
cized source of information, are the trade journals of which 
"Vend" and t'The Billboard" are apparently the most important -
the former a monthly, the latter a weekly. (1) As could be 
expected, these discuss problems and items of interest to the 
trade in general - along with supplying much advertising copy. 
APPROACH 
In order to familiarize the reader with the develop-
ment of automatic merchandising through the years, a brief 
history is presented in Chapter II. Through long years of 
trial and error vending machine operators learned of the prob-
lems and limitations with which they were confronted. The 
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history chapter serves to show the evolution of these problems, 
(1) See Linderholm, Clara C., "Establishing and Operating an 
Automatic Merchandising Business" for other sources of trade 
iniormation. 
how they were solved and where the industry stands today. 
Further development of the thesis centers around 
actual cases of operations gathered by personal interviews 
with operators located in the Boston area. By questioning 
operators on their operating policies, methods of determining 
profitable locations, break-even points and expense items and 
general operating procedures, it was possible to obtain some 
factual, specific information to augment the rather general 
knowledge supplied by a somewhat limited bibliography. 
The interviewees were selected so that representa-
t ion is g iven according to size of operation and product 
vended. Case A describes a large national operator vending 
candy and soft beverages; Case B a large, local independent 
distributing cigarettes and Case C a small, local independent 
handling Nylon hosiery. Thus the most important products in 
the industry are discussed in the first two cases, while the 
~st case is representative of one of the more novel items 
currently bein~ vended. The cases themselves appear in the 
appendix. 
By blending the case material with information ob-
tained from periodicals, a general chapter on automatic mer-
chandising , applicable to all types of operation, is presented. 
In order to be more specific, this chapter is broken down into 
several sections, of which the first describes machine distri-
bution. Although the basic theme of the thesis is the distri-
bution of merchandise through machines, it is still important 
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to realize how these machines are obtained by the operators 
and what service the manufacturer or distributor performs for 
him. 
Following this there are sections on machines, loca-
tions and products, for these determine the success or failure 
of a vending venture. These considerations assume more impor-
tance when it is realized that the machine is analogous to the 
salesman and the location similar to the place of doing busi-
ness for a conventional retail outlet. The product itself is 
important as it is with any fonn of retailing and perhaps even 
more so because it must be decided what quantity, quality and 
brand to handle in order to sell without any persuasive help. 
Pricing is discussed to show the complexities in-
volved when pocket change and an intricate mechanism are com-
bined to make a sale. Moreover, the difficulty of establish-
ing a convenient price points out some of the limitations to 
automatic merchandising. 
Operational policies, and cost where available, are 
discussed since it is desirable to compare this form of mar-
keting with that to which we are more accustomed. By analyz-
ing and relating cost data it is possible to gain further in-
sight to the problems of the vendor. 
Lastly, an attempt is made to appraise the value of 
trade associations, the importance of competition and the 
future of the vending industry. Naturally, within each of 
the classifications mentioned, there are several points for 
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discussion. 
S OME DEFTifiT IONS 
The following terms are those which might be called 
the language of the trade. Though most have rather obvious 
meaning, for the sake of completeness, they are here presented. 
Operator - the person, company or corporation who 
owns or leases, installs, services and 
maintains the machine. 
Distributor - the middleman who buys machines from 
the manufacturers and resells to the 
operator. 
Location - the store, bar or place where the machine 
is located. 
Location Owner - the manager or owner of the loca-
tion; the one with whom the operator does 
business. 
Commission - rental paid to the location owner for 
the use of his space - usually a percent-
age of sales. 
Bulk Machine - those handling merchandise in bulk 
form, such as peanuts, popcorn or ball gum. 
Package Machine - those handling prepackaged items as 
cigarettes or candy. 
Yendor - the operator 
Vender the machine 
Although the word vend has a general meaning to sell 
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or peddle, in this thesis, as among members of the trade, 
the word will be used to denote automatic merchandising or 
vending of commodities. 
14. 
CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORY OF VENDING 
The growth of automatic merchandising as an indus-
try has been a long uphill fight which, for all practical 
purposes, started early in the nineteenth century. First 
machines were crude and thus easy prey for vandals and inher-
ently dishonest persons. Yet even with the development of 
more refined mechanisms for dispensing commodities, all was 
not solved for the vendors - the depression of 1893 caused 
most operators to suspend activities. But the men who believed 
in automatic merchandising were not easily downed and by the 
late 1920's vending achieved public acceptance, gained a 
strong foothold and has been progressing ever since. With 
the modern machines, the knowledge furnished by scientific 
endeavors during World War II, and the ever-improving methods 
being developed by aggressive manufacturers and users, the in-
dustry is looking forward to many profitable years ahead. 
Yet in spite of its long period of growth, automatic 
retailing has only recently come to the attention of the 
American people as a whole. Prior to World War II, although 
vending machines were used, they were not of major marketing 
importance to consumers. They supplied merchandise usually 
bought on impulse - a quick piece of gum to persons on their 
way to work; or a handful of peanuts and a tt coke '' as a mid-
morning snack. Even though, as the introduction has pointed 
out, machine merchandising is now of economic significance, 
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it is taken as matter of course by most persons - it arrived 
from whence they know not. vVhere will it go - who cares? 
It is not surprising, therefore, that the uninitiated assume 
that these tin monsters are something new and a product of 
our great industrial and ingenious nation. Though great 
development can be credited to American manuf'acturers and 
users, the story of vending machines goes back many centu-
ries. (1) 
PRIOR TO 1928 
The origin of the vending machine has been traced 
back some 2000 years to the Graeco-Roman era in Egypt. (2) 
In this period, Hero of Alexandria recorded in his "Pneu-
matics" the theory of using a coin-operated dispenser for 
holy water. Such a device · was placed at the exit from the 
temple and as the worshipers left they could receive a ration 
of blessed water by depositing a coin in the apparatus. 
vVhether, in reality, this was an, automatic machine or merely 
a coin-collecting device is open to question. So scanty, as 
a matter of fact, is any record pertaining to the nature of' 
vending those many centuries ago that no hard conclusions seem 
justified. 
(1) The bulk of this chapter is a composite derived from many 
of the earlier articles on automatic merchandising pub-
lished in business periodicals in the 1920's and 1 30 1 s. 
Since much of the work of that time was repetitious, 
specific references are given only where abstractions 
are taken directly from a particular source. 
(2) National Automatic Merchandising Association - Automatic 
Merchandiser - 1947 Exhibit Edition, Chicago. 
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But this information does suffice to show that vend-
ing is not new by any means. Apparently this device was 
similar to many other devices used in the same era by magicians 
and Egyptian priests to mystify worshipers. Whether or not 
their use was for mere purposes of ecclesiastical mystery or 
for monetary returns, it is evident that the idea and appli-
cation of vending is older than any man today can recall from 
his own experience. 
Vending as a practical means of distributing merchan-
dise was apparently not much used until the nineteenth cen-
tury. In 1822 there was a bookshop in London owned and 
operated by a publisher, one Richard Carlile. Much of the 
literature he made available to the public (i.e. Tom Paine -
Age of Reason) was deemed by officials of the kingdom to be 
blasphemous; (1) consequently, Carlile and many of his asso-
elates were jailed. 
Upon his release from confinement, Carlile reasoned 
that in order to continue selling his books without further 
interruption by the law, he must in some way make it impossi-
ble to recognize the seller legally. The only obvious method 
of so doing was to use some form of machine. Necessity being 
the mother of invention, a machine was devised in which books 
were stocked and a customer desiring to purchase would insert 
(1) National Automatic Merchandising Association - Automatic 
Merchandiser - 1947 Exhibit Edition, Chicago. 
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a coin in the slot 1 turn the dial to the desired publication 
and the book would be forthcoming. Whether these devices 
were automatic in the sense that automatic is used today is 
open to question. It is believed that they may have been 
only coin activated - or perhaps the machine merely collected 
the money and it was left to the integrity of the buyer to 
take only that for which he had paid. 
Unfortunately for Carlile and company, his venture 
was not long-lived. Although he was apparently successful 
in circumventing the law by not making a direct personal sale, 
the court was more successful and convicted one of his cohorts 
by virtue of the fact that he was present in the store when 
the vending machine made a sale. 
This first venture, although unrewarding to its 
initiator, started the ball rolling 1 so to speak, in the vend-
ing field. It had long been the practice of innkeepers and 
pub owners to sell pipe tobacco to patrons from behind the 
.·counter or bar. To the keeper of the house, this not only 
proved a bothersome task 1 but wasteful as well. The problem 
of dispensing smoking tobacco was partially solved, at least, 
by another would-be-vending machine, the design of which had 
been stimulated by the publicity given Carlile's device. 
A metal container divided into two halves, one for 
coin collection and the other for tobacco, was fastened to 
the pub wall. Any smoker desiring to fill his pipe had only 
to insert a coin in the slot and holding the pipe under the 
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dispensing trap lift this trap and take his portion of smok-
ing material. This device did indeed save the barkeep much 
profitless work and also made the tobacco more readily access-
ible to the consumer, but it was not without shortcomings. 
In the first place, there was nothing to keep the dishonest 
from taking more than a penny's worth of tobacco; by the 
same token, there was nothing to keep one from getting that 
for which he had not paid. Secondly, a careless customer, 
no matte.r how honest, might leave the trap open and allow 
the entire contents of the dispenser to fall to the floor. 
However, the machine did serve its purpose and formed one 
more stepping stone toward our present-day units. 
In 1883, Percival Everett and John Sanderman 
developed a coin-operated post-card-dispensing machine; 
probably the first truly automatic vender. This machine was 
so popular with Britons and realized such success that several 
machines were brought into the market for dispensing cig~rs 
and matches. And, at last, 'American interest was stimulate·d. 
James B. Duke, the tobacco magnate, was impressed 
with the selling and advertising ability .of machines for his 
products. At the same time, Thomas Adams was equally im-
pressed and eventually outbid Duke for American rights to 
the British designs. With his newly acquired selling method, 
Adams began dispensing Tuti-Fruiti gum from every elevated 
railway platform in New York City. So great was the success 
of these first machines, that in very short order a veritable 
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flood of vending devices appeared in the market giving forth 
with such varied and assorted items as stamps, nuts, cigars, 
perfume, handkerchiefs and candy. 
But again misfortune struck the vendors - this time 
in the form of the depression of 1893. With business slack, 
the not-yet-well-founded vending industry came to an early 
demise. Most of the operators failed. Thus by 1900 the back-
bone of the automatic merchandising trade was penny operation 
in candy, nuts and gum. The better lot of the penny vendors 
is explainable primarily by three factors. In the first place, 
the expenditure of a: penny, even during a depression, is not 
an exorbitant sum. Secondly, neither the merchandise in the 
machine nor the money held in the cash box, were sufficiently 
valuable to tempt robbery by destruction and pilferage. By 
this same reasoning, penny merchandisers were not subject to 
the ttslugging" customary to machines carrying more valuable 
items. Yet, perhaps, the most important explanation for the 
continued success of the penny vendors was that the machines 
were located in subway and railroad stations - such locations 
were accessible for servicing by direct and inexpensive trans-
portation, a factor very important in any vending operation. 
With the return of more normal times and the success 
of penny operations so apparent, vendors again tried putting 
out more expensive merchandise in the five- and ten-cent class. 
One of the first attempts was by the Automatic Drink Machine 
Company of New York in 1905. This firm, using a barrel-type 
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machine, vended cold drinks. A barrel wi th spigots was 
placed on a stand - a consumer desiring a beverage placed a 
coin in the slot, and taking a g lass from the stand, received 
his portion. The very method by which the liquid was con-
sumed, from a common drinking g lass, was one reason for the 
failure of the venture. But more important was t he inability 
of the system to keep the beverage cold - refrigeration 
methods were just plainly inadequate for the job. 
Also in the year 1905 came some of the first serv-
ice venders; t he coin-operated n1usic box and piano. And with 
these came t he realization that t be vending-machine industry 
was plagued by cycles of interest, the direct cause of which 
is the novelty effect. This novelty effect is parallel to 
the case of a small child with a new toy; upon receiving a 
different plaything he is very enthusiastic. But soon dimin-
ishing utility beg ins to run its merry course and the toy is 
discarded as useless and a new form of amusement is tried. 
Though the effect is not so complete with vending machines, 
it has been noticed that sales have dropped off as much as 
50 per cent after the first month. (1) Thus it can be seen 
that t here is a cycle to vending - initiation, rising interest 
almost to the extent of fad, a slump or return to normal 
operation. 
This cycle is in n o way to be associated with a 
(1) Sales Management - Au gust 4, 1928, "Stop-Look-Listen 
Bef'ore Tackling Automatic Selling ,u H. B. Clark. 
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business cycle in the usual meaning of the term, nor is it 
to be considered inevitable. It is a cycle due solely to the 
novel nature of the machine or product or to the newness of 
the machine to a given location and has become an occurrence 
planned for in advance by the operator. Perhaps it should 
better be called a sales "spurt" above the normal expected 
sales trend; a spasmodic impulse given to sales by the unit 
from persons who are interested in seeing the mechanism func-
tion and who in all likelihood will not make any further 
purchases. 
As an illustration of a possible case, assume a hot 
coffee vending machine placed in a new location. The unit it-
self is unique in that it dispenses the beverage hot and with 
or without cream and sugar. Many passers-by will try the ma-
chine, merely to observe its operation, who would not normally 
consume a cup of coffee at that time. Thus for a short period 
sales will rise; then as the newness of the device wears off 
sales will return to normal; consequently, a cyclical effect. 
In all probability the novelty effect will never 
again be so strong as it was during the beginning days of 
vending - but it is still present. Only in cases of something 
radically new and different - such as completely automatic 
retail outlets - need there be great concern for it. In 
earlier days everything was new; people are now becoming 
accustomed to vending machines. But this does point out a 
possible limiting factor to too rapid expansion in the future. 
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Although vending operations progressed at a reason-
able rate along accepted lines in the United States, Britons 
again showed the world that legal difficulties would not stop 
the aggressive entrepreneur - and at the same time suggested 
a new form of automatic merchandising teclmique. The Defense 
of the Realm Act passed in Britain prohibited tobacconists 
from keeping their establishments open after 8 P.M. A.s a re-
sult, the more enterprising merchants utilized machines so 
arranged that they were part and parcel of the store during 
normal hours, but could be swung out to form the store front 
after the deadline hour. This enabled patrons to secure their 
smokes regardless of time - and kept owners "open" for business 
that much longer. 
Now American tradesmen had been using machines in 
front of their stores for selling many inexpensive items that 
customers were embarrassed to ask for personally. But never 
before had they considered using such devices as a means of 
carrying on the bulk of their trade. Then, using the British 
method as a pattern, an enterprising store owner decided to 
try machines for standard items in order to expedite traffic 
during rush hours. Sales boomed £or a number o£ weeks; 
enthusiastic customers poured into the store to purchase. 
But, unfortunately, the novelty effect was in operation and 
after the lapse of a few months the machines were removed, 
deemei _unprofi table. 
Despite the long and hazardous road it had followed, 
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the vending industry was well entrenched by 1928; it had be-
come an accepted form of merchandising for impulse and con-
venience items. Through bitter experience, the vendors had 
learned what they could and could not handle; penny operators 
had shown the va lue of raadily accessible and inexpensive 
transportation to locations; the possibility of failure due 
to the novelty effect and its consequent cycle had been force-
fully brought home on many occasions. In general, operators 
had learned "the tricks of the trade. tt Still their operations 
were not perfect - the machines had s hortcomings, the same 
that had caused much of the failure in the past. Pilferage 
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and breakage, though still a hazard to operators, were not so 
important as they had been. Particularly in industrial loca-
tions had workers been tempted to bash in a machine either for 
its contents and cash, or for spite, the machine having "gypped" . 
him of a nickel. 
More important than destruction was the use of slugs 
to rob a machine. Not only was there a possibility of merchan-
dise being g iven away, but many times the machine .j.ammed giv-
ing need for expensive service. Illustrative of the importance 
of slugs, one firm alone collected 20~000 in 1927. (l) Even 
though the situation had been worse in previous years, slugs 
still presented a formidable problem to all vendors. 
Unfortunately, such losses due to the inherent 
mechanical incapabilities of the machines, for lack of any 
(1) Ibid 
practical corrective measures, were necessarily considered 
a cost of doing business. Any person desiring to start an 
operation would have to consider slugs and possible mainte- _ 
nanceexpense therefrom as an item on the profit and loss 
statement before commencing activities in the vending field. 
However, business failures because of the inability of the 
vender to handle a given product could be eliminated by the 
simple expedient of not trying to vend that product with 
inadequate equipment. Many operators endeavored to dispense 
perishable goods, such as sandwiches and pie, only to find 
that the cost exceeded the revenue obtainable, sometimes to 
the extent of 250 dollars per day. Machines could not keep 
goods fresh, just as refrigeration had not developed enough 
to allow the dispensing of cold drinks; thus daily service 
was required and costs spiraled. Thus, by experience, vendors 
had learned that only certain standard products could be 
handled and one more foundation for the trade had been estab-
lished. 
Yet beyond the incapabilities of machines, there 
were psychological factors behind many previous failures. 
Consumers watched their fellow travelers making purchases 
from vending machines and concluded that automatic merchan-
dising was the secret to quick riches. So without giving any 
real thought to problems of costs, service and expenses - the 
very factors that had been plaguing operators for years -
many commenced operations and the industry became the victim 
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of overexpansion as a result of excessive optimism. Perhaps 
one of the greatest reasons for such overoptimism was the suc-
cess of the Horne and Hardart Automats in New York City. Very 
few people realized that these establishments were not actually 
automatic, but were serviced continuously; furthermore, they 
had the advantage of being centrally located. 
Nevertheless, by 1928, the weaker firms had either 
left the field or merged with larger operators, so that those 
remaining were well established and on the road to a bright 
future. 
AFTER 1928 
The period between 1928 and World War II was one of 
expansion and improvement. From the mergers, consolidations 
and reorganizations of the late twenties, two prominent con-
cerns emerged into the field - the Automatic Canteen Corpora-
tion of America selling beverages and candy_ as the backbone 
of their line; and the Rowe Corporation specializi~ in ciga-
rette vending. These companies, as leaders, paced the field 
in improvements, followed by the smaller independent operators. 
Constant improvement in the refrigeration field, 
particularly with smaller units, was of tremendous benefit to 
the automatic merchandisers. By incorporating these units in 
their machines, they were able successfully to vend cold bev-
erages to customers - and still keep costs within reasonable 
limits. Less service, obviously, was needed to maintain the 
drinks at a palatable temperature; and smaller venders could 
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be used for a larger quantity of merchandise. 
In connection with this,. the development of paper 
cups alleviated the necessity of drinking from the bottle or 
a common glass and made patrons feel more at ease when con-
suming their purchase. 
Improvement in the design of slug ejectors has been 
and still is the constant objective of machine manufacturers 
and users. And through the 30's, constant progress was made 
until today a nearly foolproof version is in use. Development 
has not been easy. Earlier ejectors proved too complicated 
ruLd, although they were satisfactory methods of keeping the 
m~chine from giving away too much free merchandise, they 
proved so sensitive that often the vender was jwmned by a 
slug, or a coin being excessively worn was unable to activate 
the release mechanism. These difficulties are primarily 
explainable by the fact that t he ejector was sensitive to 
the weight of the coin only and any slug of exact or nearly 
exact weight would cause the machine to dispense. By slinilar 
reasoning, bent or damaged coins could easily jam the device 
in that they were not detected before entry. 
The modern ejector weighs the coin; tests it for 
hardness by punching it with a metal point; determines its 
trueness by micrometers; checks the metal content with magnets; 
then forces it to bounce over a barrier into the coin box, a 
feat that .most slugs cannot perform. And it must do all of 
this in a matter of seconds so that the customer will not be 
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kept waiting . This description emphasizes the improvement 
in slug ejectors and coin detectors. Yet, despite the tests 
made on a coin, there is still a slug that will "beat the 
machinen; (1) and venders still jam on occasion. 
As more sturdy machines were made available, and 
as the quantity of sales increased, it became more feasible 
to make larger units holding more merchandise. Even though 
the stock held became larger and more tempting to thieves, 
the added strength and weight was discourag ing. And, holding 
a longer supply, the machine required less service, thus cut-
ting unit operating costs. 
Physical appearance of machines assumed more impor-
tance as distribution spread. Not only were location owners 
not anxious to have conspicuous and unattractive monstrosities 
cluttering up the premises, but beyond this, "eye appealu 
served as an attraction to customers, providing an excellent 
advertising medium for the contents. One of the most novel 
techniques used is to place a mirror on the front of a verti-
cal cabinet. A passer-by stops to admire his image and, in 
order not to appear vain, is forced to make a purchase. This 
is certainly a neat bit of psychology - and an ingenious way 
of promoting sales. 
(1) 
The Great Depression did not have the devastating 
Fortune, March 1947, "Machines as Salesmen." In the 
interest of fair business practice, Fortune declined to 
nrune the source of this slug. 
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effect on the industry that the 1893 slump had. As a matter 
of fact, despite falling business conditions, vendors con-
tinued to grow. This is amply demonstrated by the following 
set of figures which show the· number and value of machines 
in use at different periods. 
TABLE III 
COIN-OPERATED COMMODITY VENDI NG W~CHINES - 1933-1937 
Year Number Value (dollars) 
1933 5,471,576 
5,988,675 
8,997,567 
1935 
1937 
155,777 
475,415 
Source: Biennial Census of Manufacturers 
A more dramatic presentation of the position of 
the industry is perhaps achieved by the following quotation: 
11According to figures compiled by associations 
in the coin-operated machine business, this in-
dustry has multiplied itself tenfold during the 
years 1928 to 1939 inclusive. Bear in mind that 
such a phenomenal growth has been achieved when 
practically every other established business was 
either holding its own, or else was sliding 
backwards----. Out of approximately 35 major 
coin-operated machine manufacturers, there has 
been only one business failure. 
'~et, in not a single known instance, has any 
person or concern been a recipient of Govern-
mental assistance, Federal, State or local." (1) 
(1) Automatic Age, August 1939, "The Coin Machine Business," 
C. w. Schlicht. 
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Though this statement applies to machine manufacture 
rather than to the distribution of commodities through the 
venders, it is most indicative of growth in the automatic mer-
chandising field for without operators to utilize the machines 
there could be no machine manufacture. Plainly, vending as an 
industry had to move apace with the suppliers, if not ahead of 
them. 
Underlying this phenomenal growth during a depres-
sion period, are seemingly several basic concepts and the 
industry itself provides the first. Vendors are dealers in 
service and convenience providing mostly low-cost food items 
in handy locations. During even normal times, such a combina-
tion of food and low cost is conducive to high sales volume, 
but during a period of economic chaos when money is scarce, 
it is conceivable that low-cost nourishment provided by a 
machine could bring great rewards to the owner of that device. 
In short, it is quite possible that many persons were cur-
tailing their eating expenses and substituting candy and 
cookies for more substantial meals. Enter the vending machine 
to collect the pennies and nickels. 
An economic principle of' long standing indicates 
another possible reason for growth in spite of the depression 
years. Consumer-goods industries pass through their life 
cycle following a rather fixed pattern which when plotted on 
graph paper describes a logistic or flatS-curve. (1) This 
(1) For more complete discussion on growth curves, see Bratt, 
E.C. "BUsiness Cycles and Forecastings," Chicago, Illinois 
R. D. Irwin Inc., 1948, p. 41. 
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curve suggests three stages of development through which the 
industry passes; experimentation, exploitation and stability 
or saturation - this last stage continuing for years as an 
almost flat curve extending from the top of t he S. During 
the period of experimentation progress is slow; many firms 
enter and leave the industry and, in general, a very unstable 
condition exists - for vending this period might be described 
as the years prior to 1928. Once the industry reaches the 
steep section of the growth curve or period of exploitation, 
however, an entirely different situation obtains - a com-
parative stableness seems to exist in which existing firms 
expand and consolidate their position and new firms enter and 
do likewise until the end of the period and consequent sta-
bility is attained. During this period of exploitation an 
industry apparently grows very rapidly irrespective of gen-
eral business conditions prevailing at the time; a fact at-
tested to by the growth of the refrigeration industry during 
the 1930's. Although growth may be somewhat slower than could 
be expected during the same stage in more normal times, it 
nevertheless continues. 
Looking back over the history of vending, it seems 
quite possible that the industry entered the period of ex-
ploitation sometime around 1928. Thus being the case, growth 
during the depression is readily explainable economically by 
the logistic curve and the portion on it that the industry 
occupied at that time. ~Vhether or not the industry is still 
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in this stage is a matter for speculation and is taken up in 
a later section of this study. 
A third possible reason for the growth of vending 
during the 1930's is found in the realm of marketing. With 
sales volume off, suppliers were hunting for any and all eco-
nomical methods of distribution that would put their product 
in front of the public. Under what circumstances, it is not 
surprising that automatic merchandisers should flourish since 
they possessed a method of marketing that could present prod-
ucts to potential consumers in every conceivable location at 
small unit cost. Substantiating this argument is the increase 
in cigarette sales through machines as shown in Table IV. Even 
though there has been an increase in total cigarette sales, 
each year vending machines have sold a greater percentage of 
that total since such selling was inaugurated in 1931. 
Such an increase in percentage of total sales over 
little more than a decade indicates that vending is a sound 
method of mass distribution for products of this type. But 
more significant is the increase of from virtually zero per 
cent in 1931 to better than three per cent of total sales by 
1935 - a period of only four years. It seems safe to say that 
much of the depression growth in vending was due to the neces~ 
sity of finding new methods of distribution. 
Although this last argument appears to be the 
strongest of the three presented, it is not possible to label 
any one of them as a causal factor. Undoubtedly, it was this 
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combination of circumstances existent during the depression1 
each factor being interrelated with the others 1 that caused 
such expansion in the industry. 
Year 
1931 
1935 
1947 
TABLE IV 
DOLLAR VOLUME MACHINE CIGARETTE SALES 
1931 - 1947 
'fa of 
Machine Total Cigarette 
Sales ·Sales 
2001000 (1) 0.025 (2) 
30,0001000 (1) 3.34 (2) 
3001000,000 (3) 15.00 ( 3) 
Sources: (1) Nation's Business 1 July 1937, p. 69, 11Selling 
by Machinery," H. H. Slawson 
(2) Calculated from data presented by N. H. Borden, 
"The Economic Effects of Advertising," R. D. 
Irwin, Inc., Chicago 1 1948 p.p. 219,237. (3) Printers Ink, October 1, 1948, p. 30, ttcan You 
Sell Your Product Through Vending Machines?" 
B. Saperstein. 
WORLD WAR II 
Even though vending-machine manufacturing was de-
clared unessential during the war, merchandise sales remained 
high, thanks to installations in Army and Navy bases. In 
1941 sales were in the neighborhood of 300 million dollars 
and reached one-half billion in 1947. (1) 
But more important than the volume of sales is the 
technical knowledge contributed as a backwash from the war 
(1) See Table I, page 7. 
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effort. Small motors developed for airplane parts have since 
been incorporated in vending machines. Electronics have even 
been utilized for the cooking of frankfurts in venders while 
small relays, electrical circuits and the like have contributed 
to more efficient change makers. All in all, the war effort 
did contribute its bit. 
Significant also is the fact that many aircraft 
factories and machine tool firms, finding that there was no 
longer a demand for their products, converted their output to 
vending machines. With more manufacturers in the field, com-
petition will be keener, prices lower and more operators will 
enter the market. 
Though not in any way directly connected with the 
war, the Anti-Slug Law was passed by Congress in 1942. This 
legislation was designed to prohibit the manufacture or sale 
of slugs, tokens or similar pieces bearing any resemblance to 
lawful coins of the United States. The value of such restric-
tion is of obvious benefit to vendors. 
And thus the history of vending - from a law-evading 
device in 1822 to a one-half billion dollar industry today. A 
forecast on the basis of historical analysis would indicate 
many sound and prosperous years ahead for the automatic mer-
chandiser; just speculating in your own mind on the number of 
possible locations not yet used by operators also suggests 
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expansive years. An analysis of just how far this progres-
sive industry can go in the future is presented in the con-
clusion to this thesis. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROBLEMS IN VENDING 
It is the purpose of this chapter to g ive the read-
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er a general understanding of the problems of vendors in con-
ducting their operations. In order to do this most efficiently, 
several sections are presented which deal respectively with 
machine distribution, machines, locations, products, pricing, 
costs and trade associations. These topics were chosen, and 
are presented in this order, because they best illustrate the 
various factors a vendor must consider when establishing , ex-
panding or merely carrying on an automatic merchandising 
operation. 
Machines, locations and products are to the operator 
what salesmen, a store and products are to any retailer and 
are thus worthy of analysis. Pricing and costs are most i m-
portant in showing some of the possible limitations to vend-
ing as a more extensive method of marketing. The section on 
trade associations is included to show what t he vendor is do-
ing to further his own cause and to point out implications as 
to what he hopes for in the future. 
The discussion of' machine distribution is presented 
for the dual purpose of explaining how the operator obtains 
his machines and the functions the distributor performs for 
the vendor. A point to be emphasized is that this is in no 
way to be confused with the distribution of merchandise through 
the machines, the topic with which this study is primarily 
concerned. So important, however, is the distributor to the 
smaller operator that the paper would not be complete without 
a discussion of this phase of vending. 
MA.CHINE DISTRIBUTION 
There are three methods by which an operator may 
obtain machines for vending operations, of which the primary 
is direct purchase and ownership. In such cases, the operator 
takes title to the units, buys his merchandise from whence he 
sees. fit and handles his entire program as he desires, respon-
sible to no one but himself. Under a second plan, the opera-
tor agrees to purchase all materials from one purveyor who, 
in turn, either loans or leases the machine to him. Company 
A in the appendix is illustrative of this plan in which ma-
chines are leased and all goods are purchased from the head-
quarters' office. When using such a system, the operator is 
usually under direct control of the subsidizing firm and 
responsible to it. The third method by which vending opera-
tions are carried on is where jobbers or wholesalers, desiring 
more outlets for their products which are noncompetitive with 
present channels, venture into automatic merchandising. Typ-
ical of such activity is the vending of Coco-Cola by bottlers 
and of tobacco products by jobbers. \Vhen automatic merchan-
dising is so chosen as a method of selling goods by a middle-
man with an established retail clientel, he sometimes finds 
it expedient to set up some sort of subsidiary company, thus 
disassociating his two business enterprises. In so doing, he 
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establishes an independent vending operation which must have 
trained personnel; this in turn allows more persons to enter 
the industry. Though this may seem like a devious route to 
obtaining machinesJ it nevertheless affords a method by which 
a man can commence operations and has been the start for many 
of the vending concerns in existence today. 
A modification of the second method mentioned above 
is where the parent concern merely licenses operators who 
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lease machines from it. Here the vendor is free to purchase 
merchandise from any source and is responsible to the leasor 
only for t he machines themselves. This type of operation is 
exemplified by a firm which is currently dividing the country 
into sales territories in which it leases machines to interest-
ed parties for the vending of 11hot-dogs." 
As mentioned previously, howeverJ the most important 
or most usual method of obtaining machines, in terms of the 
number of venders in use todayJ is by outright purchase by 
the operator. And in most cases, the operator obtains his 
venders through a distributor or agent. Although some con-
cerns are large enough to procure their units directly from 
the manui'acturerJ when it is realized that there are only about 
100 operators in the United States who have 500 or more 
machines in serviceJ it can be readily seen that the distribu-
tor enjoys an important position in the operations of most 
vendors. Table V emphasizes the importance of these agents 
by showing the estimated number of machines in use in 1948, 
the majority of wh ich were bought through these channels. 
TABLE V 
EST D.'TATED NUMBER OF :MACHINES TI~ USE - 1948 
BY CLASSIFICATIONS 
Bulk Venders 1,500,000 
Soft Beverage (Bottle) 385,000 
Soft Beverage (Cup) 22,000 
Cigarette 250,000 
Candy Bar 230,000 
All Others (Commodity) 1831000 
Total 2,570,000 
Source: Science Digest, July 1949, p. 39, ''Robot 
Salesmen Save Money, tt P. Cohen 
Distribution is usually on an exclusive basis with 
each distributor, as a rule, carrying only the machines of 
one manufacturer. Some of the larger middlemen carry the 
products of more than one firm, but only if the units are 
noncompetitive or complementary; this, however, is not normal 
practice in most cases. In any event, the distributor buys 
machines from the producer and resells them to the operator -
either delivering from his own meager inventory or accepting 
orders to be filled by the factory. When orders are taken, 
merchandise is shipped F.O.B. factory and may be delivered 
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to the operator· directly or through the office of the middleman, 
whichever is more convenient in terms of handling charges to 
the purchaser. Whichever is done, sales are billed through 
the distributor and payments are made to him. 
Worthy of emphasis is the fact that the distributor 
sella to the operator, advancing credit where feasible, but 
never leasing. It is not the function of a true middleman to 
lease machines even though some firms buy and lease machines 
as explained in a previous paragraph. This is readily under-
standable - most distributors are small and could not afford 
the cash outlay to maintain an inventory of machines large 
enough for such an operation. Also the rental fees charged 
would have to be too large. 
Customarily the trade of the middleman is carried 
on with standard machines; those that are mass produced by 
the manufacturer for vending standard products such as ciga-
rettes and candy bars. Occasionally, however, an operator 
will endeavor to vend a product which is not adaptable to 
present machine models and must either have existing units 
remodeled or have entirely new ones designed. In such in-
stances, it is common practice, particularly among smaller 
operators to use the distributor as an initial contact for 
approaching the manufacturer. By following this procedure 
of working with or through t l~ distributor, it is often pos-
sible to secure that which is desired by having this agent 
remodel machines in his own shops. If, however, the product 
cannot be vended through a converted standard model, then 
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the distributor must contact the manufacturer. 
This roll of machine designer and developer is 
purely secondary to all other functions of the distributor 
because it is a service not often performed. So limited 
would be the market for a new machine for vending an unknown 
product that could he sold in only limited locations that 
costs would be extremely high and small operators, who are 
biggest customers of distributors, would not be financially 
able to stand the expense. It is apparent though that the 
distributor can be used for initiating new development action 
if necessary and feasible. 
In conjunction with the line of machines, most dis-
tributors also carry accessories such as penny pushers and 
separators. Penny pushers are the devices used to insert 
pennies in cigarette packages; or in any other package where 
the merchandise sells for an odd amount which the vender it-
self cannot handle. Separators are used for sorting, count-
ing and wrapping coins. Both of these items are available 
either electrically or manually operated; the manuals being 
most in den1and since they are less expensive and thus more 
suited to the needs of the small operator. In addition to 
these devices, which may almost be classified as necessaries, 
the middleman also carries such pieces of accessory equipment 
as fluorescent lighting units, ·coin changers and match dis-
pensers which may be used in conjunction with machines for 
attracting attention or rendering additional service. 
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So much for the equipment handled by distributors. 
The second major function performed by them is the mainte . .:. 
nance of a repair shop which includes a complete inventory o:f 
spare parts. From the point of view of the operator, this 
is probably the most important contribution any agent makes 
to a vending operation. Because most operators are small, 
they are unable to afford equipment enough to adequately main-
tain their machines when major repair problems arise. Simi-
larly, they are not financially able to stock a large inven-
tory of small parts. Thus to prevent loss of trade, as well 
as providing an excellent argument for sales promotion, dis-
tributors are almost forced to make available repair facili-
ties and carry the opera tors' inventory of parts •• 
As a matter of fact, the necessity of complete 
maintenance. facilities by a manufacturer in order to sell 
his equipment is probably the primary justification for using 
a distributor system. Since machines are sold F. 0. B. fac-
tory and may be shipped directly to the operator if desired, 
there can be few other real marketing advantages in using 
middlemen in lieu of direct sales methods, particularly with 
the larger and more expensive units. 
For two other reasons, distributors must maintain 
a repair shop; in the first place, most manufacturers guaran-
tee their machines for varying periods up to a year and their 
representatives must be able to comply with these provisions 
without the necessity of sending the unit back to the factory. 
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Secondly, venders have trade-in value and thus the middleman 
must be prepared to recondition - paint, parts and pretty 
fixtures. 
Trade-in value is contingent upon two factors; the 
age, mechanical condition and appearance of the machine and 
general market conditions in the vending field. Many times 
machines have become so outmoded in appearance that only parts 
can be salvaged; in other cases, the entire machine is worth-
less. Yet, sometimes, virtually new. machines are traded be-
cause a better model has come on the market. Thus value as 
a used unit may be anything from almost full price to nothing, 
as could be expected. 
But perhaps of more importance are general market 
conditions - or demand for reconditioned venders. Imraediately 
subsequent to World War II, machines were in great demand -
steel was short, production of new machines had just been 
authorized , new operators were entering the industry, and 
the nold hands" at the trade were preparing for a field day. 
Consequently, anything that could dispense was saleable at a 
premium and the used market experienced a boom. At present, 
the situation is approaching normal - but only approaching. 
New entrants to the industry are still utilizing used machines 
because they are less costly and are easy to obtain since the 
bigger companies are transferring their operations to a more 
modern or "new..;.look" and have a first claim on new units. 
Also, many operators, both small and large, find 
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that the older venders serve some less profitable locations 
very satisfactorily and are hesitant to invest in more modern 
equipment for those places. So there is still a substantial 
market for renovated equipment - when manufacturers have sat-
isfied . the latent demand for new units and prices come down, 
then the situation will change. 
Distributors are constantly trying to induce 
operators to buy more machines - expand their operations or 
replace older models with the new. To this end, they adver-
tise and promote their wares; usually in co-operation with 
the manufacturer. The accompanying illustration is a copy 
of a pamphlet which is typical of the type utilized by middle-
man for distribution through the mail and by personal call on 
potential buyers-. The general plan is to promote the machine, 
the company behind it and also leave room for the distributor 
to stamp his name and address - which is usually known anyway. 
In addition to this type of promotion, co-operative advertis-
ing is done in trade journals - the company and several of 
its representatives being shown to the market. In most 
cases, the bulk of the advertising centers around service 
and quality since within groups there is little difference 
in the prices of machines. 
Thus it can be seen that the position of the middle-
man is one of importance, particularly to the small operator, 
of which t4ere are many. He buys, sells, repairs and ad-
vises - in short, he occupies a most important position in 
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";adtitiu. ~u~. e~~ 
lehigh Foundries, Inc ., is one of the largest, most comprehensive and 
completely modern plants in America . 
It operates under highly developed metallurgical and laboratory con-
trol- has a large investment in modern precision tools of all types-and 
a capacity for large, continuous production of thoroughly tested and 
proven equipment . You Can RElY on LEHIGH to Make it Right! 
The Standard Vendors Division of Lehigh Foundries, Inc . enjoys the full 
facil ities of thi s great organization-designing , engineering, production 
and financial. It has its own large plant (shown in upper left of photo) 
and its own experienced vend ing machine management. It' s the kind 
of a company you can be proud to know-and represent! Inquiries are 
invited. 
STANDARD VENDORS DIVISION 
LEHIGH FOUNDRIES, INC. 
EASTON, PENNA . 
:~..a-..:~ .. .r·~ ... -. 
* EASIEST TO MAINTAIN. PX has 
fewer and simpler parts. 
*SELLS MORE CIGARETTES. 
PX clean, modern lines and bright display 
attract favorable attention _ 
* COMPACT SIZE. PX has large, ample 
capacity yet it is only 31 inches wide, 
* RESPONSIBILITY. PX has experi-
enced, reliable backing and excellent 
service is available everywhere. 
the operations of most vendors. 
MACHINES 
The previous section has shown how the operator ob-
tains his machines and the important services the distributor 
performs for him. Now the discussion turns to the use of 
these machines, or automatic merchandising - and the first 
problem to investigate is what qualities and characteristics 
an operator looks for in his machines in order that he may 
successfully carr,r on a vending operation. 
Machines are chosen so that in terms of operation, 
appearance and size they best fit the route, location and 
merchandise. Of primary importance in making any selection 
is the fact that the venders are the salesmen and thus must 
be chosen with the same care an employer would use in select-
ing an employee. Not only must they be attractive, so that 
location owners will accept them, and different in order to 
catch the eye of the passing public - they must also be 
mechanically sound. A unit that is constantly in the repair 
shop cannot make sales - the expense of maintaining such a 
machine will eat up all profits that may be made when it is 
on location. 
Before considering the advantages of one make of 
machine over another, however, there are three basic problems 
the operator must face: he must be assured of adequate patent 
protection to guard a large investment; of adherence to all 
guarantees by the manufacturer; and of an ample supply of 
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parts and service in his locality, thus alleviating the 
necessity of sending machines back to the factory for over-
hauls. Though, perhaps, there is no way of being sure of 
absolute protection in any of these three problems, the 
closest approximation to it cames from dealing with large 
manufacturers. Large manufacturers have their own reputation 
and interests to protect, thus are forced to have local repre-
sentation and to give as sound guarantees as are possible 
with any business concern. 
As explained previously, machines have trade-in 
value and, consequently, operators take this into considera-
tion when buying. It is almost axiomatic that machines made 
by larger and more seasoned firms aff ord the best trade 
allowance. 
Irrespective of manufacturer, there are certain 
prerequisites that all machines must have; the first being 
ruggedness. They must be able to withstand the beatings and 
poundings of a public eager for quick, faultless service. 
Likewise, since the outer shell protects both an expensive 
mechru~ism and valuable merchandise, it must be strong enough 
to prevent costly vandalism or outright theft. Akin to 
strength is weatherproofness - many locations are subject to 
the elements and very little of such treatment is needed 
before vender and contents are completely ruined. 
Units must function dependably which means they must 
be nonclogg ing and slug-proof - of these nonclogging is perhaps 
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more important. A machine that is jammed not only "steals 11 
.., 
a coin from the user, but also prevents itself from making 
other sales until the situation is remedied. Quite obviously, 
an expensive salesman, such as this, that can't sell quickly 
eats up profits. As for a mach ine being slug-proof, that is 
an idealogical concept - and a worry that is greatly overem-
phasized. There is no such thing as a completely fraud-proof 
unit, but modern slug ejectors and Anti-slug legislation have 
reduced this hazard- until it is now of neg ligible significance. 
Most operators receive very few nphoniestt and consider this in 
their cost of doing business. 
Of primary interest to all operators is a machine 
with long life and low upke ep cost - this requires a unit 
that is not too sensitive or fragil and that is quick and 
easy to repair. Most vendors, considering that the majority 
are small operators, are not mechanics and are thus not quali-
fied to make extensive repairs on intricate working parts -
if a mach ine g oes tt hay-wire, tt it must be sent out f or repair, 
which means valuable time on location lost .• 
Yet, in spite of their many requirements, operators 
want a unit that is not too e xpensive. Consequently, compro-
mises have been made and the result is mach ines that although 
not slug-proof, are almost lOo% dependable and are strong 
' 
enough to protect t he contents. But they are not simple. 
For the most par·t, new machines are preferred over 
older models - electrically activated rather t han mechanically 
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operated. In manually-operated units, the lever which the 
customer pulls to release his purchase is directly linked to 
the internal mechanism - and each time this lever is pulled 
the operating parts receive a terrific jar. In the electri-
cal devices, t here is no direct contact between user and 
releasing gear - thus wear and tear is less and machines last 
longer. However, since the older type units are less expen-
sive, they can be used to good advantage in locations where 
sales are fewer and d~1age is proportionally smaller. In 
addition, newer machines have greater capacity without great-
ly increased size; cup dispensers for soft drinks vend as 
many as 1000 servings without reservicing. Cigarette ma-
chines, which heretofore had carried only regular-sized 
packages,are now designed to dispense both standard and king-
size thus presenting new opportunities for profit. 
In summary, machines are that part of a vending 
operation that meets the public and should be chosen care-
fu l ly, relating cost to desirable factors. Machines t hat 
don't function mean lost sales, yet to buy only the best for 
all locations could be equally disasterous with purchasing 
the poorest obtainable. Thus all factors, price, location 
and product must be considered before ordering , ren1embering 
that a poor location may become profitable with a smaller, 
less expensive vender. 
LOCATIONS 
For a vending operation to be successful, machines 
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must be properly employed; therefore, selecting profitable 
locations · is a first step. One of the primary factors in 
determining locations is t h e number of available places fre-
quented by large numbers of pe ople, thus providing a ready 
market for the product. A list of the more promising places, 
as suggested by the case material presented in t he appendix, 
is as follows: 
Airports and terminals 
Educational Institutions 
Bowling Alleys 
Drug Stores 
Hospitals 
Offices 
Plants and factories 
Restaurants and Bars 
Service Stations 
Theatres 
But the mere presence of any or all of the above 
potential locations does not insure success; other factors 
such as available machines, success in "sellingtt location 
owners, and competition from other vendors - to be discussed -
have their effect. A.nd, of course, not all locations are sat-
isf actory for all products - here judgment and past experience 
provide the best guides. 
Machines available have an effect on locations , 
such factors as size and appearance being very important. 
Large machines are satisfactory for such spots as railroad 
terminals and airports - where there is an abundance of floor 
space. Conversely, it is quite obvious that too cumbersome 
a unit would not be fitting in a restaurant. From the point 
of view of the operator, capacity of the unit is of major 
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importance. Appearance of the vender is important in any 
location. Where the public gathers, owners don't want gro-
tesque forms cluttering up an otherwise neat establishment. 
Once the proper location and most adequate machine 
have been determined, the operator must convince the owner 
that he should accept this service. Here the most forceful 
appeal is usually commissions; the prospect of profits from 
unused floor space is generally a challenge to even the most 
stubborn. But this is not always the case and other sales 
tactics must be resorted to. Convenience - having the appro-
priate merchandise on hand for customers -without the risk 
of carrying inventories or the bother of unprofitable labor 
is used often as a convincing argument; particularly in bars 
and cafeterias. The possibility of increasing over-the-
counter sales of the same or similar merchandise is another 
appeal often used. As a case in point, Liggetts 1 drug stores 
were hesitant to allow the installation of penny gum venders, 
but a trial period proved that after the placing of the ma-
chines, sales of gum in regular packages were increased. 
Reasoning? Persons were willing to expend a penny to try the 
product and found it to be tasty - the nex~ step was to buy 
in larger quantities. 
In industrial locations, offices and hospitals, 
the advantages of supplementary feeding are often capitalized 
on to convince location owners. Happy, well-fed workers are 
conducive to better labor relations and more efficient 
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operation. Also commissions can be allocated to employee 
funds; thus cutting down incidental expenses and simultane-
ously helping to foster better labor-management relationships. 
In spite of liberal commissions and other intangi-
ble benefit~ _ that operators may offer location owners as re-
wards for allowing the installation of vending mach ines, 
many owners must be convinced that they are not fostering 
within their establishments a source of merchandise competi-
tive with local retail outlets. Particularly is this true 
when the firm contemplating the use of machines is a dominant 
factor in a small community (see Case A). In such cases, the 
location owners do not wish to destroy any good will toward 
them which has been bull t up among the townspeople over a 
period of years - this is exactly what would happen if by sell-
ing candy, beverage and the like, the local candy merchant 
were forced out of business. 
Though the implication made by all operators that 
automatic merchandising is not in competition with other re-
tail outlets is basically true, there is ground for question. 
Primarily, venders provide convenience goods -merchandise 
that would otherwise not be purchased and they do not adver-
tise. But there are situations where retail outlets feel 
the effect of automatic merchandising. As an illustration, 
consider the ncoken vender in the University book store. 
Before its placement, students frequented the drug store 
across the street, but now, rather than leave the building, 
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they use the dispenser conveniently provided. How many sales 
the 11 competing" outlet looses is a matter for speculation, 
but it is reasonably safe to say that it is not many. Of 
more importance, however, is the possible loss of sales on 
other items such .as magazines and candy because of less 
traffic through the store. 
Available locations may be limited because of com-
petition from other operators - some operators, as illustrated 
in appendix B, make use of a very flexible commission schedule 
in order to obtain a competitive advantage in negotiations. 
Also it is the custom to secure locations on contract to pre-
vent the more unscrupulous vendors from capitalizing on cut-
throat tactics. A newcomer to an area may experience great 
difficulty in obtaining profitable spots for machines not 
already contracted for on a very liberal basis by other larger 
operators. 
Such contracts have as their major objective pro-
tection of the interests and property of the operator and, 
incidentally, those of the location owner. Though different 
operators may vary the form slightly, all contracts are 
basically the same establishing ~irst the ownership o~ the 
machine. A machine, once placed, if not properly identified 
in writing becomes just another piece of equipment and could 
belong to anyone so far as the law is concerned. 'Thus it is 
a first consideration of an operator to define exactly what 
equipment he has on location. 
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Secondly, an adequate contract states servicing 
and commission agreements - how often the unit will be re-
plenished and how, when, and how much commission will be 
paid. In stipulating these conditions, the majority of con-
tracts allow for more liberal terms if the location can be 
had on an exclusive basis, thus eliminating possible com-
petitive products. 
A statement as to where within a location the ma-
chine or machines will be placed is very important. This 
precludes the possibility of a location owner becoming tired 
of a unit in its present position and removing it to a less 
profitable station or perhaps relegating it to the basement 
for the duration of the contract period. 
The period of the contract, a statement of compli-
ance with tax laws if any, and a resume of the proprietors' 
duties of informing the operator if additional service or 
maintenance is required are standard in virtually all agree-
ments. Finally, a clause pertaining to insurance coverage 
is included. 
As a rule, operators insure against liability which 
may arise either from consumption of the product vended or 
from injury sustained while using or otherwise being in the 
vicinity of the machine. Such insurance coverage protects 
both the operator and the location owner against costly 
claims made by consumers. Surprisingly, though, no insurance 
is carried against property damage or theft of merchandise 
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from the vender, the operators finding it too expensive or 
relying on the integrity of the populace. 
Once the location owner has been '"sold 11 and all 
contractual agreements have been completed, the operator 
must place the machines and face the problem of providing 
adequate, economical service. 
Within a location, machines must be readily acces-
sible for service - and they must be so positioned that water 
and current, when needed, are close at hand. Similarly, they 
must be in a convenient and noticeable spot so that patrons 
will be aware of their presence - yet they must be "off the 
beaten path" so that service and mainte.:rianc_e · will not in-
terfere with regular conduct of affairs. 
The usual practice is to service machines at least 
once per week, more often if necessary; and the universal 
hope of all operators is that service will be required more 
often. However, this statement needs qualification which 
brings up the subject of concentration of machines and rout-
ing of servicemen • . 
The higher the degree of concentration of machines 
o£ an operator in one area, the more profitable is the ven-
ture likely to be. One of the basic advantages of the vender 
is that it substitutes a relatively inexpensive device for a 
more expensive worker. If, however, the units are scattered 
over a wide area, productive time of the serviceman is wasted 
in traveling from one location to another and thus unit costs 
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DETAILED SERVICE CARD 
This card a ccounts for all rnerchruldise sold 
through the unit thus for all money collected 
and for the inventory in the machine. I . card of 
this ty!Je is maintained for each unit in service. 
rise and the claimed advantage is lost. When large areas 
are covered by a vender, then proper routing of servicemen 
must be planned so that a maximum amount of time is actively 
spent in caring for machines. This is facilitated by stag-
gering servicing schedules, concentrating machines in g iven 
areas and selecting the most profitable locations. Thus the 
statement made above 11 that the more service the better," is 
qualified by considerations of routing and concentration -
if one 11hot" location fs in an otherwise mediocre area, the 
profits may be consumed by expensive servicing time. 
Efficient operators keep accurate collection, in-
ventory and maintenance records in order to check on the 
profitableness of locations. These also serve as a means of 
making servicemen responsible for cash and merchandise and 
to calculate commission payments from. This latter is more 
important for large operators who pay in lump sum by check 
at the end of a fiscal period than for smaller vendors who 
quite fre quently pay the location owner when cash receipts 
are taken from the unit. Such direct payment has its advan-
tage in allowing the location owner to visually inspect re-
turns and make sure that he is receiving a proper amount. 
In Massachusetts records are a requisite for ciga-
rette vendors since they must report to the State all pur-
chases and sales in compliance with tax laws as explained in 
appendix B. All operators, of course, should keep records 
of costs, no matter how crude, to enable them to calculate 
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OSTER RECORD CARD 
Sale a fro. each unit in a given location are recorded. em thia 
card givjng a complete basis for commission comvutatioa •• well 
ae atfording a source ot information on overall sale• trend. 
profits and t ake proper depreciation in connection with in-
come taxes. 
Capacity of machines relative to the sales poten-
tial of the location is of importance, not only for purposes 
of servicing , but also in connection with other expenses and 
service records keep the operator informed of the current 
needs and sales trend of a particular machine. Too large a 
unit carries an excessive stock of merchandise, much of which 
will go unsold and result in stale goods. Conversely, too 
small a vender results in lost sales. A large unit with ex -
cess capacity is in itself an expense since it is not carry-
ing its full share of the load. Records indicate any such 
situations. 
There is one final observation relative to loca-
t-ions .that should be made. Surveys h ave established conclu-
sively that venders car r ying similar or substitutable mer-
chandise grouped together minimizes profit opportunities for 
all. On the other hand, complementary products augment one 
another - such as ttcokestr and candy or peanuts. This points 
out two rules for vending: don't attempt direct competition 
with other operators and secure an exclusive contract with 
every location owner. 
As has been implied in previous paragraphs, the 
vendor must "selln his service which indicates that the 
majority of locations are solicited. In appraising a loca-
tion sales potential, experience is the best guide - e ither 
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own past experience or that of others as presented in trade 
journals and papers. Company A, appendix A, has established 
minimum requirements for locations before a ve nder will be 
installed. However, since they cater to a definite class of 
operation, set rules are easier to use. In the other two 
companies minimum standards of performance are not anticipated 
prior to installation; experience has indicated those loca-
tions which tend to be most profitable, beyond this each sit-
uation is subjected to the cut-and-try method. 
PRODUCTS 
Amazingly, the vending trade is based upon repeat 
sales, particularly in convenience goods, but also with im-
pulse items. Machines located for conveniently dispensing 
products to a group are usually so situated that basically, 
the same clientele return time after time. The proposition 
i s only slightly different with venders making impulse sales -
here in many cases, the volume depends upon passing traffic 
and resale to the same customer is unlikely. In either case, 
however, to insure resales and favorable reaction, the best 
products av ailable at the price must be used. A bad product 
is not a drawing card for repeat business and certainly no 
buyer would risk more n1oney, even on impulse, if his first 
experience had been unsatisfactory. Remember also that un-
favorable comments travel rapidly. 
Because of this reliance upon repeat sales, the 
general rule in t he industry is to follow a policy of giving 
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the same quality and quantity as that obtainable for the 
same price at a regular retail outlet. With some products, 
such a procedure is required by the supplier before the ven-
dor is given permission to dispense, but in the majority of 
cases, operators have found the policy sound and profitable 
and have followed it of their own free will and volition. 
This is only reasonable since resales depend upon confidence 
in merchandise and this is gained only by giving quality. 
Many products are wholly unsuited to vending; thus 
all items should be tested before being introduced to the 
market on a large-scale basis. Larger concerns are in a 
position to perform such tests and, as a rule, do so before 
merchandising to the general public. New products, as well 
as new machines, are placed in selected locations for a 
period of time long enough to judge consumer reaction which 
is measured by both sales figures and market surveys taken 
from the population being used as a sample. Unfavorable com-
ments are acted upon until finally the new item is either 
discarded as unsatisfactory or placed on the market as an 
accepted article. 
But irrespective. of testing procedure, time and 
experience have established rather general rules pertaining 
to certain classes and types of products that can and cannot 
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be vended. Items requiring personal selling are not adaptable 
to automatic merchandising since machines are, at best, only 
order takers and cannot sell, demonstrate or explain. Products 
that are not standardized ... in which there are a great many 
choices of size, shape and color - are difficult to vend be-
cause of space limitations and the consequent inadequacy of 
choices. Usually when merchandise is supplied in a nmnber 
of choices, there is sound reason for it - and the right of 
preference is a valuable one. This may help to explain wby 
silk stockings have not gone over too universally - the ven-
dor must select the more normal sizes and most called-for 
colors, or approximations thereto, thus leaving out a large 
segment of the market. 
Smaller products and packages are more vendable 
than larger ones, since the larger the unit vended, the 
larger the machine. And, as explained previously, larger 
machines are more difficult to place. An interesting excep-
tion to this is an ice-dispensing machine which, when a 
quarter is put in the slot, disgourges a block of frozen 
water - the unit is about the size of a large two-car garage. 
As a humorous sidelight, word has it that this monster went 
t•beserk" one time and for the price of one unit dispensed 
several hundred pounds of ice before its operator could get 
the thing under control. 
Low-priced merchandise, as a rule, sells better 
than that which is more costly, the reasons for which seem 
to be two in number. First, there is the psychological 
effect; many buyers still feel a sense of gambling when they 
use a machine and, consequently, hesitate to risk more than 
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a nickel - it is an inherent fear that the machine may not 
come through with the goods and lack of knowledge of the 
quality of the item being bought. Secondly, when buying 
higher-priced items, a choice is desirable. 
Since unit profits are small, volume business is 
needed and thus a good, to be satisfactorily merchandised 
automatically, must have a high rate of turnover. More rapid 
turnover, of course, means less spoilage of goods, thus 
smaller stocks and better profit possibilities. · With high 
turnover and through the use of an adequate method of inven-
tory control, stocks in trade can be maintained at optimum 
size - markedly cutting costs. 
Extent of brand recognition is an important element 
for products that are to be sold through machines because it 
not only makes a purchaser feel more confident of the product, 
but also helps to relieve hesitancy about putting more than a 
very small sum in the vender. The importance of offering 
only known merchandise has been pointed out in extensive tests 
which have proven that vending is an expensive way to market 
and promote a new product. Irrespective of the fact tha t 
well-designed units do advertise themselves - and may even 
stimulate over-the-counter sales - national advertising can-
not be minimized from the standpoint of the operator. Un-
doubtedly, this-is a second reason for the limited success 
of stocking vending (Case C) - potential customers are not 
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aware of the quality of the merchandise and are thus reluct-
ant to spend a dollar for an unknown. 
Goods that deteriorate rapidly are obviously very 
unsatisfactory for vending - and even the modern present-day 
machines cannot protect all items. As an example, chocolate 
bars become soft and unpalatable in hot summer weather and 
are, consequently, sold in only limited quantities. As an 
alternative, less perishable items, such as crackers or hard 
candy, are substituted, thus reducing loss from apoiled mer-
chandise. It must be admitted, though, that perishability 
is not the problem now that it was historically. 
Although there is an indicated trend away from this, 
t he present rule is to vend products that can be consumed or 
used on the spot. Through long association, consumers have 
come to expect that the goods dispensed are purely convenience 
in nature and not designed for transportation to other loca-
tions. Thus it is easier for operators to make sales if they 
conform to established buying habits. However, much publi-
cized operations, such as the Keedoozle, self-service outlet, 
leave room for speculation as to what the future may bring. 
Actual procurement of merchandise takes _place, for 
the average vendors, through suppliers and jobbers. Though 
some ope r ators are large enough to buy directly from the pro-
ducer and some medium~sized operators have found it expedient 
to set up jobbing establishments of their own, the bulk of 
vended products are obtained from wholesalers. Vendors of 
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bulk items as peanuts and ball gum obtain their merchandise 
from middlemen who cater specifically to the vending trade, 
while vendors of such items, as candy and cigarettes, deal 
with the regular jobbing houses. A hybrid type of situation 
is presented in Case C where the vendor secures merchandise 
from one resource exclusively - this, however, is merely a 
g lorified jobber - vendor relationship. 
The reason for this reliance upon the middleman is 
explainable by the fact that the average operator is not 
financially able, nor does he have sufficient locations to 
warran t, carrying a large inventory - s poilage and storage 
expense would be too great. So , at a little additional cost, 
t he jobber takes over the storage problem. 
PRICING 
Pricing to the automatic merchandiser presents 
both problems that are similar and those that ar e dissimilar 
to regular retailing . The outstanding difference, though, 
is that seldom if ever is the vendor faced with problems of 
markdown except in t he event of a radical change in price 
level. Needless to say, he won't sell lower t han established 
prices. 
In the first place, operators are present ed with 
what might be considered an already standard price for each 
uni-t. Branded items, such as candy bars, 11cokestt and gum 
have an established retail price in the majority of locali-
ties and to deviate from this is not always possible or 
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feasible. Some suppliers, Coco-Cola for example, have built 
a re putation for quality at a price and as shown in Appendix 
A, take steps to maintain this in any situation. Some opera-
tors have established their entire trade on giving the same 
amount at the same price, depending upon repeat sales and 
good will of the public for their profits. M~en operating 
policy and company prestige are founded on g iving five cents 
worth for a nickel, then a price rise leads to an awkward 
situation. 
Any contemplated price change or establish ing a 
price involves considering the demand for the article per se 
and the value of convenience to the customer. With the 
majority of articles vended, supply, demand and thus normal 
retail price are established so the primary concern of the 
operator is to determine the value of convenience. In the 
case of cigarettes, operators have found they can deviate 
from normal price in their locations because they have a 
product, the use of which is almost habitual. A smoker, 
finding himself without cigarettes, and feeling the need for 
a nlift, 11 will select the most readily available spot and 
make his purchase. This is attested to by considering that 
currently retail price is 22 cents - vended price 23 cents -
and in some places, such as night clubs, prices are as high 
as 25 or 30 cents. Yet the stranded nicotine addict still 
purchases. 
Operators of other types of commodity vending 
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machines are less fortunate in their ability to manipulate 
prices; hence the location and extent of competition play a 
more important roll in determining the price at which they 
will sell. In an isolated location with no other venders 
to contend with, a virtual monopoly may be enjoyed and the 
only problem is to determine what price will produce the 
greatest revenue - thus elasticity of demand. However, in 
a congested area, the amount charged by the lowest-priced 
operator sets standards for all others. 
In summary, price is dependent upon elasticity of 
demand and the more elastic the demand schedule, the greater 
is the effect of competition. 
Although other retail outlets are not considered 
as competitors to venders, they must still be considered in 
pricing - they affect the value of convenience. If the good 
costs less over t he counter and the counter is relatively 
close to the machine, then only the factor of time may cause 
t he consumer to purchase from the unit. In other cases, des-
pite convenience, if the price is too high, the potential 
buyer will assure himself of an adequate supply of the good 
before going to the location. 
Demand may be the starting point in price deter-
mina tion, but costs must also be considered . Though ciga-
rettes may have a relatively inelastic demand, the higher 
price is not maintained out of choice by the vendors. 
Profit per pack is in the vicinity of one cent and any 
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increase in the cost of goods sold easily wipes this out -
costs are _high and, consequently, price must be also. Com-
paratively, the same situation exists in the pricing of 
silk stockings; costs are high - but demand and other con-
siderations limit the markup obtainable or else selling 
price would be higher. Here the converse situation from 
cigarette exists - on the basis of costs and normal markup 
prices should be higher, but cannot be because of demand. 
Yet the vendor would like to be able to lower prices and get 
more rapid turnover. 
Then where exactly do cost and normal markup enter 
into the pricing structure for goods to be merchandised 
automatically? The answer is that it depends entirely upon 
the merchandise to be vended. In the case of candy, and 
similar items where the price is established, cost considera-
tions are of little or no value; supply and demand are the 
controlling factors. In the case of cigarettes, however, 
cost is the primary determining factor since demand is almost 
assured as explained previously. Since unit profits are 
small and are easily e~iminated, and since smokers are vic-
tims of habit, the operator can't afford to absorb price 
rises and the user can be forced to do so. With such items 
as nylon stockings, costs form the starting point in price 
determination; that is, they give a base to work from. If 
the article can be obtained at a cost which allows a reason-
able markup, then it may be vendable and furt her analysis 
must be undertaken relative to supply and demand considera-
tions. 
The· two illustrations given above (cigarettes and 
stockings) are not intended to i mply a contradiction to a 
previous statement that demand is the primary determinant o.f 
price, which it is. Merely are they intended to show that 
cost must be such that after expenses and profit are added, 
t he final price fits the demand schedule. Thus in the case 
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of a good with a relatively inelastic demand - i.e. cigarettes -
costs will be most important and almost conclusive in price 
determination. On the other hand, where demand is elastic 
cost, as suggested above, offers only a starting point for 
pricing . 
As thus far described, pricing policy of automatic 
vendors does not differ from those of any other type merchan-
dise. But t he operator is f aced with some problems that are 
unique to his type of marketing , all of which center around 
t he matter of proper change being on hand for t he purchaser. 
Machines cannot handle paper money and although this seems 
too obvious to warrant mentioning it is a fact t hat presents 
a constant s ource of frustration to the operator and mani-
fests itself in a dual problem - either providing a price 
which can be readily met from pocket change or provi di ng a 
source for making change. Since vending is supposed to be 
a convenience trade, the most obvious solution is to make 
g oods ava ilable, t h e price of which can easily be met from 
out of pocket coins. Because this is not always possible, 
many operators are now utilizing machines with coin changers 
incorporated in their design or are employing separate change 
makers located near the vender. Of course, best policy dic-
tates that the location owner should not be bothered with 
requests for changing bills or large coins - unless he is 
compensated for his efforts through higher commission rates 
he may waste more valuable time catering to machine customers 
than to his own clientele. In plants or off ices, there are 
usually no facilities for making change except those provided 
by the operator. 
Thus the matter of setting a convenient price is 
most important for maximum sales - a factor that may limit 
vending machines as a marketing device for higher-priced 
merchandise. This is amply demonstrated in the case of ny-
lon stockings at one dollar per pair where the machine is 
designed to accept four quarters. A simple and periodic 
check of your own pocket suffices to show that on very few 
occasions are four quarters there at one time. 
Even establishing a convenient price, if it is 
possible, does not solve all the problems; t here is the 
matter of over or undffrcharg ing for the goods. Although 
not strictly applicable at the present time, cigarettes 
have in the past afforded excellent examples of this prob-
lem. As an illustration, assume a vended price of twenty 
cents per pack when in reality t he price based on wholesale 
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prices should be 19 cents. Or conversely, a situation where 
the price should be 21 cents. In the former case, there is 
an overcharge - in the latter an undercharge, yet in neither 
case may it be feasible for the operator to g ive change. 
Thus vended prices tend to be rigid except in case of radical 
or permanent changes in price level. 
This 'reluctance to give change ancl the consequent 
price rig idity is explainable by three factors of which the 
first, and probably most important, is the labor and expense 
of converting coin mechanisms with every change in the whole-
sale price level. A change in price means adapting the vendor 
to dispense with a different combination of coins - and this 
in turn usually means returning change in the packages which 
is a second reason for hesitance. 
Inserting change in packages is an expensive and 
time-consuming operation, so in many cases it is more practi-
cal to under or overcharge rather than to convert machines 
and return change. With an undercharge, it is hoped that 
more rapid turnover will more than compensate for the smaller 
unit profit - in the opposite situation, any loss in sales 
will be absorbed by the overcharge or the price will have to 
, change. 
Coupled with the cost of returning coins with the 
merchandise is the inconvenience of so doing both to the 
operator and the consumer. The majority of vended articles 
are packaged in such a way that coin insertion is impractical 
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_ if not impossible. Consider, for example, the popular 
Hershey bar; with its curved surfaces and open ends it is 
almost impossible to quickly, easily and economically in-
sert change. From the standpoint of the consumer, small 
coins in a package are a hindrance; and in the case of food 
products might well seem unsanitary. 
The expense and impracticability of converting 
machines and inserting change in packages explains to a 
great extent the maintenance of a five-ce.nt price for vend-
ed candy bars during recent years when over-the-counter 
prices have been six cents in a majority of places. Conse-
quently, candy, and other packaged items of this type, are 
excellent examples of price rig idity in the vending field. 
There are solutions to the problem of price rig id-
ity and thus over and undercharging with resultant losses in 
unit profits. First, machines that would accept all coins 
are a possibility, but a very impractical one. The cost of 
manufacturing such a "mechanical brain" as would be required 
to accept any coins and return adequate change would be such 
that the purchase price would be way out of the range of the 
average operator. This is particularly true when one con-
siders how restricted the market for such a machine would be 
even if costs could be brought down with mass production. 
Maintenance expenses would also be higher since it follo•ws 
that the more complicated the machine, the more apt it is 
to become inoperative through misuse - and more skilled 
servicemen would be needed at probably higher wages. 
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Perhaps an equally important reason for not making 
more complex machines is the confusion that would result 
with the consumer. There would be nothing convenient, and 
vending is a convenience business, about trying to accumulate 
the proper assortment of coins to put into the vender in 
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order to make a purchase. Particularly is this true in higher-
priced items where it might be desirable to sell for an odd 
amount in order to meet competition. 
A second possible solution to change giving is to 
design a package specifically for vending machines. In the 
case of candy bars, a special pocket with four cents change 
might be used. But, unfortunately, this would increase the 
cost of the article and even the increas'ed price might not 
be compensating - or enough so to make the venture worthwhile. 
Then, of course, there is the added expense of inserting 
coins and sealing the receptacle. 
The most promising way thus far devised for solv-
ing the change problem is to forget it - and this is what 
the majority of operators, with the exception of those vend-
ing cigarettes, have done. Vendors in general have main-
tained their even prices and tried to compensate for any 
losses by increasing the efficiency of their operations, 
selecting better locations, more carefully routing service-
men and following all around better merchandising techniques 
to increase turnover. An inadvertent aid to candy vendors 
has been the fact that wholesale candy prices have not risen 
appreciably - the manufacturers have instead decreased the 
size of their bar. 
This discussion of price rig idity points out another 
disadvantage with which vendors are faced; namely, the inabil-
ity to practically use odd prices and thus price psychology 
as practiced today by most retail outlets. Though not 
presently of great importance, except possibly in the case 
of nylon stockings, it does present a limiting factor to the 
use of vending machines for higher-priced merchandise in com-
petition to regular retail outlets. If a piece of merchan-
dise were, for example, to sell for $1.32, the most convenient 
method of payment would be five quarters and a dime with the 
mach ine returning three cents change in the package. This 
would hardly be classified as convenient for the con~umer. 
Then if the retail price changed, it would necessitate reset-
ting the machine. Basically, it is not a very sound idea. 
As suggested before, the alternative of a more complicated 
machine is equally unsatisfactory. Consequently, the only 
alternative would be to under or overprice and with higher-
priced merchandise this likewise seems impractical. 
To surmnarize briefly; before establish ing a price 
for vended merchandise, operators must consider supply, de-
mand and cost as any other retailer does. But beyond this 
they must determine a price which can be conveniently met 
by the consumer and is economically feasible for the machine. 
It is doubtful that many vendors consciously consider all 
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factors before marketing their goods inasmuch as most of 
them are small operators and hence follow a 11 cut and try" 
process or 11follow the leader." Since they do this in other 
matters, such as choosing locations (Case B), it seems 
reasonable to surmise that there are more followers than 
leaders in pricing also. This is substantiated by a previ-
ously-mentioned observation that the lowest price in the 
area sets the price for all other operators. Such being the 
case, it is indeed fortunate that the larger operators, as 
Canteen Company and Rowe Company, are fully aware of the need 
for a nright pricelf and make good leaders. 
COSTS 
Costs, as mentioned in the previous section, are 
interesting not only for purposes of price determination, 
but also for the information they convey about the actual 
operations of a business. Though it has been impossible to 
obtain cost data relative to any particular operation some 
tables on sales dollar distribution are presented in the en-
suing text, the data for which was obtained through an indus-
try-wide survey conducted by the publishers of Vend magazine. 
Such information serves to point out the advantages of size, 
of independent or subsidized operation and also to present 
a sound basis for argument on the economic justification for 
vending. Because the information is from a sample of the 
whole industry, it is general in nature - by its very nature, 
however, it is more satisfactory as a basis for drawing 
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conclusions than would be data concerning one or two partic-
ular organizations. But before getting into a .more complete 
discussion of expense items, there is an initial cost to be 
considered - that of capital investment to start an operation. 
It is a generally accepted fact among members of 
the industry that an operator engaged in the vending of ciga-
rettes as a full-time occupation must have at least 50 
machines on location in order to earn a living. Further, 100 
machines on location is the maximum number t hat one man can 
care for without assistance. Thus, referring to the price 
list on t he following page, it can be seen that the minimum 
investment in machines for a beginning operation approximates 
8000 dollars which does not include any extra machines to 
substitute for those which may be in the repair shop. This 
figure is suggested as approximate because there are slight 
differences in prices quoted by different manufacturers even 
though all cigarette machines are in the same price range. 
As large as this initial investment may seem, it 
is only about 11~ of t h at required for a firm to commence 
operations in the soft beverage field with cup dispensers. 
For a profitable operation, at least 100 such machines must 
be on location and these machines range in price from 750 to 
2200 dollars each. Thus minimum initial capital requirements 
would be in the vicinity of 70,000 dollars. 
Incidental capital expenditures must also be made 
at the start for maintenance,. servicing and repair equipment, 
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PRICE LIST 
LEHIGH PX CI GARET'rE VENDING UN ITS 
No Quantity Discounts 
PX MANUAL MACHI NE 
8 c ·olumn Machine With Stand. . . . . • • . • • . . . • . • • . • • • . • fj; 159.50 
Penny Match Mechanism •••.•••••••.•••••••.••••••••• 5.50 
l<'luore scent Light Unit •...•...••••••.••••••••.•.•• 6.50 
F .O. B. Easton, Pa. 
PX ELECTRI C ~~CHINE 
8 Column Machine With Stand ..••.••••••••••.•..•.•• $ 203.00 
Fluorescent Light Unit ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 6.50 
Nickel Ch anger •..... .. . ..............•.•.••....... 6.50 
F . O.B. Fort Wayne, Indiana 
CAPACITY: 
(PX8 Manual and Electric) 
340 Packages regular or king size 
cigarettes 400 Book match capa-
city use d f or both f ree and penny 
match sales 
7 7 . 
SPECIF I CAT I ONS: Depth - 12i " 
(PX8 Manual and Electric) Width - 27n 
Heigh t - 69 11 
Net Weight - 16~# 
Shipp i ng Weight - 185# 
VENDOR DIVIS I ON , Ll:!:HI GH FOUNDR I ES , I NC ., EASTON , PENNSYLVANIA 
plus a small truck or other suitable vehicle for transport-
ing machines to and from location. All this means a supply 
of spare parts large enough to adequately care for the ma-
chines' normal servicing requirements and equipment sufficient 
to perform everything but major overhauls. 
Such high initial costs immediately suggest a big 
advantage for the operator subsidized by a parent concern. 
By leasing machines from some headquarters organization, capi-
tal outlay is minimized and the majority of the risk is sus-
tained by the leasor. It may be argued by some · that since 
the operator must in reality pay for the machines in the long 
run through rental charges, his final position would oe more 
sound if he were to borrow from a comraercial bank and com-
mence operations as an independent, thus owning his own vend-
ers. This is a reasonably sound premise, but one considera-
tion must be thought of - failure of an operator whose ma-
chines are mortgaged would result in greater financial loss 
to that operator than would be the case if the operation were 
conducted with leased property. The leasor is in such a 
position that his machines may be repossessed and relocated 
without actual capital liquidation whereas the independent 
must sell his units and sustain any capital losses. 
This reasoning deals only with the financial as-
pects of obtaining machines and is not intended to imply 
that subsidized operation is the better course to follow. 
Whether or not an operator desires to own his business and 
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thus be his 11 own boss" is a psycholog ical matter of a per-
sonal nature and not the concern of this paper. 
So much for initial capital investment; the second 
and perhaps most illuminating phase of costs . is the expense 
items or the cost of doing business. Tables VI and VII on 
the following page present this information for two of the 
most important types of operation carried on today. 
To facilitate comparisons, the same ini'orrnation 
as conveyed by Tables VI and VII is presented below in the 
more customary profit and loss statement fo~n. Sales are 
again considered as lOQ% . 
Ci garettes Candy 
Sales 100.0 100.0 
Cost of Goods Sold 71.1 59 .. 0 
Gross Marg in 28.9 41.0 
Sellin.~ Costs 
Commis sion 6.2 11.0 
Labor 6 .5 12.7 10.8 21.8 
Mer ch andi .s i ng Prof it 16.2 1 9 . 2 
General Ex;eenses 
Overhead 3.3 4.5 
•raxes 2 .3 3.0 
Depreci a ti on 5 . 9 6 . 4 
Ot her general expenses 2 .4 13.9 3.0 16 . 9 
Net Prof it 2 .3 2:3 
For purposes of analysis, consider first t he item 
supplies or cost of goods sold . In the case of cigarette 
operators, this represents 71.1% of revenue le aving a g ross 
mar g in of 28 . 9% . Comparing t h is very generally with gross 
mar g ins common to other forms of retailing , and any 
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Item 
Supp lies 
Commissions 
Labor 
Overhead 
Taxes 
De p reciation 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
Profit . 
TABLE VI 
DI STRIBUTION OF SALES DOLLAR 
FULL-TIME CIGARETTE OPERATORS 
• • • 
Per cent 
71.1 
6.2 
6 .5 
3 .3 
2 .3 
5. 9 
2.4 
97.7 
2 .3 
Source: Vend , December 1 948 , p. 38, 11Pulse of the Industry, rr 
G. R . Schreibe r. 
Item 
• Supplies 
Com.missions 
Labor 
Overhead 
Taxes 
Depreciation 
Misce llaneous 
Total 
Profit • 
'rABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALES DOLLAR 
FULL-r.r I ME CANDY OPEitATORS 
• • 
• • • • • 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
Per cent 
5 9 .0 
11.0 
10.8 
4 .5 
3.0 
6.4 
3.0 
97 .7 
2 .3 
Source: Vend , December 1 948 , p . 37, nPulse of the Industry,n 
G.R- Schreiber. 
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comparison must he very general because there is no other 
method of merchandising that lends itself to direct com-
parison, it can be seen that this is a g ood margin yet not 
an unduly high one. On the other hand , a gross marg in of 
41% for candy operators is very high by comparison to re-
tail standards. 
An interesting point is that the large discrepancy 
between cost of goods sold for cigarette and candy opera-
tors is due largely to the tobacco tax imposed by Federal 
and State authorities. As poin ted out previously, this tax 
is one reason wby vended prices for cigarettes rise with 
each change in wholesale price level. 
Yet with g ross marg ins of 28.9% and 41% respec-
tively for cigarette and candy operators, both realize in 
the end the low net profit of only 2.3%. This proves two 
t h ings: though candy operators are less efficient than cig -
arette operators, both show ineff iciency in their me thod of 
distribution. This observation is not quite so obvious with 
cigarette vending, but is substantiated by recalling that 
vended price per pack is generally higher than over-the-
counter price and that every rise in wholesale price neces-
sitates a rise in vended price. This means that operators 
cannot absorb even small cost increases and still realize a 
profit; a fact which is indicative of ineff iciency, especial-
ly when such a low net profit is a t tained even with a good 
margin. 
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Immediately then the question arises where and why 
are these operations so inefficient? The answer to this be-
comes more clear with an analysis of each expense item, 
labor and commissions being the most dominant. In the case 
of labor, a skilled man must be employed to care for and 
repair the intricate mechanism or with small operators the 
machines must be sent out for needed attention. Secondly, 
someone must service the machines regularly who, though not 
a skilled worker, must have the ability to make minor adjust-
ments and who in any event must be paid a living wage. As 
ideal, therefore, as the concept is of replacing an .. expen-
sive worker with a less expensive machine, it is not one 
that is easily or completely recognized. Relative to this, 
labor costs emphasize the importance of proper routing of 
servicemen in order to utilize to the utmost their produc-
tive time. 
It is understandable that labor costs should be 
higher for candy operators than for cigarette vendors be-
cause candy machines require more servicing for correspond-
ing dollar volume of sales than do cigarette machines. 
Candy venders are smaller, and candy price is less, so for 
each dollar of machine sales, roughly four times as many 
candy bars are needed - thus proportionately more servicing 
is required. 
Commissions are the second large expense and one 
that is unique to this method of distribution. Theoretically, 
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these payments should correspond to rent for a retail outlet, 
but this still leaves a portion of the item overhead, between 
3 and 4%, unaccounted for. In other words, a vendor must 
still maintain facilities for repair work, storage and office 
space even though he is simultaneously paying rent for the 
use of another person's floor space. The operator in reality 
pays two rents - commissions and overhead. 
A discouraging factor about commissions is that 
they must represent a relatively high percentage of sale 
price because a location owner wants cash for the use of 
his establishment and even 11% of a five-ce'nt candy bar is 
not much real money. A more realistic impression of the 
cost of commissions is obtained by an examination of Table 
VIII which shows the maximum and minimum rates utilized by 
the local operators who were interviewed (See Appendix). 
In each case, commissions increase as total sales of each 
machine increase and are calculated as a percentage of ma-
chine gross sales. 
TABLE VIII 
COMMISSIONS - IVIAXIM:UM AND MIIIIIMUM 
(By Classifications) 
Cigarettes 
Candy 
Soft Beverage 
Hosiery 
Minimum (%) 
3.2 
5.0 
10.0 
8.0 
Maximum (%) 
10.9 
12.0 
20.0 
10.0 
It can be seen from this table that minimum and 
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maximum rates differ considerably for the different classes 
of merchandise. This is explainable primarily by the price 
of the article and/or its rate of turnover. With hosiery, 
the initial rate is high because the sale price is high and 
turnover tends to be slow. With soft beverages, though, the 
price is low, turnover varies with the seasons and thus an 
overall rate that is adequate is required to properly com-
pensate the location owner. 
The remainder of the expense items - taxes, depre-
ciation and miscellaneous - are those which are common to 
any .business and are not unreasonable in magnitude. Taxes 
are an unfortunate burden that all must bear and are self-
explanatory. Depreciation runs high because of the expense 
of the machines - it would be an even larger item were it 
not for the fact that the government requires depreciation 
of vending machines to be taken over a minimam period of 
five years for tax purposes. The category umiscellaneousn 
encompasses "a multitude of sinstt; such items as theft, 
spoilage, uniforms for servicemen, slugs and unaccountables 
that arise during normal business procedures. 
Thus it becomes evident that although vending 
serves a useful purpose in supplying convenience items, it 
is nevertheless an expensive method of merchandising. The 
figures thus far presented lead very definitely to this con-
clusion. Corroborating evidence is · presentedl in Table IX. 
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Cigarettes 
Candy 
Soft Beverage 
Hosiery 
TABLE IX 
BREAK EVEN POI NTS 
BY TYPES OF OPERATION 
(Per Machine Bases) 
B.E . Point 
Units Per Week 
70 
50 
500 
40 
Dollar Volume (B. E .) 
16.10 
2.50 
25.00 
40.00 
Here again a number of factors are responsible f or 
the difference in break-even point for the various types of 
machines, primary factors being cost of machine, cost of mer-
chandise and turnover. To use soft beverages as an illustra-
tion, the cost of the machine is large and is the prime fac-
tor leading to a high B.E. On the other hand, the h i gh B. E . 
for hosiery is explainable by higher cost for merchandise 
and slower turnover. 
Though these figures may not seem high, bear in 
mind that they pertain to the sales of each machi ne, average 
of course. Considering, for example, that a cigarette ven-
dor must have 50 machines on location in order to earn a 
living as an operator means sales of 800 dollars per week 
before the venture shows a profit over expenses. And 800 
dollars can buy a lot of cigarettes. 
On page 37, t he methods of obtaining machines are 
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discussed. At that point, it is stated that many operations 
are started in conjunction with wholesaling houses in order 
that the middleman may cover a larger market and simultane-
ously realize a saving through quantity buying. Many such 
operations are classified as 11part time" inasmuch as they 
are not the principle source of income for the operator or 
are not his primary business enterprise. Table X which shows 
the distribution of the sales dollar by npart-time 11 cigarette 
operators, demonstrates the advantage in operating a jobber-
ship in conjunction with a vending operation. 
Item 
Supplies 
Commissions 
Labor 
Overhead 
Taxes 
TABLE X 
DISTRIBU'riON OF SALES DOLLAR 
PART-TIME CIGARETTE OPERATORS 
• • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 
Depreciation • • 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
Profit • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Per Cent 
64.4 
8.3 
6.6 
4.6 
1.7 
6.0 
1.6 
93.2 
6.8 
Source: Vend, December 1948, p. 38, npulse of the Industry," 
G. R. Schreiber. 
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The outstanding difference between ''part-time" and 
full-time operation is the profit - 4.5% greater for ttpart-
time" operators. This greater profit is realized almost 
solely because of a saving of 6.7% in the cost of g oods sold. 
In effect, the jobber eliminates himself and sells the mer-
chandise at cost to his own vending operation, thus allowing 
that operation to make the difference as 11 extra 11 profit. 
Since the 11part-time 11 operator pays higher commis-
sions, however~ his net advantage over the full-time operator 
is only 4.5% rather than the 6.7% saving in cost of merchan-
dise. Higher commissions paid by the jobber-vendor are ex-
plainable - his operation is primarily for the benefit of 
his wholesale house and, consequently, he does not merchan-
dise so effectively as the full-time operator. By this is 
meant that the full-time operator quite frequently uniforms 
his servicemen, plans layouts for each location and utilizes 
the most modern equipment, thus presenting what he has to 
offer in a most pleasing manner. The t•part-time 11 operator 
on the other hand may simply install machines and let the 
product sell itself. 
For the sake of completeness, it must be noted that 
there are operators who are really in the vending business 
part -- time - that is, they have other sources of income com-
pletely disassociated from vending. Such operators have only 
a few machines which they care for during otherwise leisure 
hours and their cost schedules are similar to those presented 
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for full-time operators. 
The previous tables contain figures which are 
averages for the entire industry and imply that vending is 
an inefficient method of distribution. As a generality, 
this is true, but there are some large organizations in the 
vending industry today whose operations are most efficient 
and return a profit of 5 to 6%. Case A in the appendix is 
illustrative of such a company where by virtue of its size 
it can buy in huge quantities and enjoy an appreciable sav-
ing. Similarly the larger concerns can afford to survey 
markets, test equipment and products, operate the newest 
machines and schedule their service calls to best use the 
time of the serviceman. Their cost schedules (not reported 
here by request) approximate more those of the t'part-time" 
rather than full-time operators except that other expenses, 
particularly commissions, are lower. 
Though the larger operator enjoys an advantage in 
many respects over his smaller competitors, the situation is 
not one-sided by any means. As operations grow bigger and, 
particularly when they are subsidized by a parent concern, 
more formal regulations must be followed in the administra-
tion of the business. This leads to fixed commission 
schedules and definite rules which state exactly under what 
conditions machines may be placed on location. In contrast, 
the smaller operator has more flexible control over his 
organization; machines may be placed if only to fill a route 
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schedule (Case B) and commissions can be varied to gain a 
competitive advantage. But in the f inal analysis, the proof 
is in the profit and larger operators generally show a better 
net. 
The advantage of the larger over the smaller opera-
tor is one t hat is undoubtedly more pronounced today t h an it 
has been in the past. Table XI compares the distribution of 
the sales dollar in 1 932 with that of today's vendors of 
similar products, the most prominent feature being a profit 
of 10% in former years. 
TABLE XI 
TREND I N OPERNriNG EXPENSES - 1932-1949 
{Distribution of Sales Dollar) 
Item 1932 (%) 
Supplies 35.0 • • 
Commissions 20.0 • 
Labor 15.0 
Overhead and 
DeEreciation 20.0 
Prof it . 10.0 
(1949 (%) 
59.0 
11.0 
10.8 
16.9 
2.3 
Sources: Advertising and Selling, September 29, 1932, p. 17, 
· "Selling Through Automatic Coin Machines, rt H. W. 
Alex ander. . 
Vend, December 1948, p. 37, "Pulse of the Industry,n 
G. R. Schreiber 
Though other expenses have dropped,the cost of goods 
sold h as risen appreciably over . the years and is the cause for 
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smaller profits today. Co~nissions are less today than for -
merly because better merchandising and greater public accept-
ance of machines has made sales easier so that even though 
the percentage has dropped, the actual money value is as good, 
if not better than before. The lower cost of labor reflects 
a more efficient worker and better routing of servicemen. 
Since the cost of goods has risen and appears to 
be still on the incline, the advantage is with the operator 
who can take advantage of the largest quantity discounts -
this means the larger operators. Similarly, the larger 
operator has a better possibiliv.r of lowering his labor and 
commission costs as explained previously. 
Disregarding size and its advantages and disadvan-
tages, however, a few gene.ral summary conclusions on cost are 
in order. Although it is impossible to compare vending 
directly with any other form of retailing because in vending 
one or two products must share the entire burden of expenses, 
whereas in retailing hundreds of products share in supporting 
the outlet, some generalities can be drawn. Fundamentally, 
gross margin is higher and profit is lower than in retailing 
and thus expenses are greater. By comparison, therefore, 
vending is a less efficient method of distribution and is 
justifiable economically only because it provides convenience 
goods in places where a retail outlet could not prosper. 
TRADE ASSOCIATIONS 
Again the text deviates from the subject of 
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distributing merchandise through machines, this time in 
order to point out what the vending industry is doing to 
further its own cause. The greatest step in this direction 
has been the formation of trade associations, of -which the 
National Automatic Merchandisers Association is the national 
organization for commodity vendors. 
The N.A.M .A. was founded in Chicago in 1936 as an 
association of commodity vendors to further vending as an 
accepted method of retailing. Up until that time machines 
were not generally accepted by the public to the extent that 
they were sought after in order to make a purchase. People 
were apparently sceptical of venders, being unable in their 
minds to disassociate them from slot machines and other gam-
ling devices. This is readily understandable when it is 
realized that many "'operators" used their commodity machines 
as a front for gaming devices, thus duping the law. So the 
first problem of the N.A. M.A. was one of public relations -
riding the industry of pseudo operators and thereby convinc-
ing the public that machines were honest. 
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Though public relations is still a function of the 
association, a more important phase of their work is the 
fighting of special taxes imposed by state legislatures on 
vending machines. Many law makers seem to feel that vendors 
run a type of business that should be taxed out of existence -
or at least that it is a method of distribution so little 
recognized by the public that it can be taxed without causing 
dissention among the voters. Such being the case, they are 
prone to assess per machine taxes and exorbitant license fees. 
This the association fights "tooth and nail.n · 
The importance of the N.A. M.A. can be gauged by 
its growth. Since 1936 it has progressed from an office of 
only three members to an organization employing several 
lawyers and an office staff with representatives in almost 
every major city. All this activity is supported by vending 
machine operators the country over who are members. 
Membership is limited to commodity vendors who must 
subscribe to a code of ethics. This code requires that no 
operator shall maintain gaming devices, that all must use 
high quality machines that provide for coin return and that 
only fair merchandising practices shall be engaged in. Beyond 
this, there are some flossy trimmings to the effect that all 
members must be public spirited, et cetera - in other words, 
they must possess the characteristics of decent citizens. 
Locally only the cigarette operators have a trade 
association which is known as the Cigarette Merchandisers 
Association. This organization is supported by local cigarette 
vendors and performs the same functions of tax fighting and 
public relations as does the N.A.M.A. Currently, the associa-
tion is fighting against unfair competition - a manufacturer 
is selling machines directly to gas stations and other retail 
outlets, thus eliminating the vendor. This the operators 
think is unfair and their association is doing its best to 
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make illegal such action. 
The growth of trade associations, both nationally 
and locally, is indicative of progress. It demonstrates, in 
a desire to become recognized as an accepted meth od of retail-
ing, that the vendors hope to keep moving forward with their 
selling activities. This, i n turn, means t hat if such 
progress is to continue then vending machines must soon turn 
to direct competition with retail outlets and commence dis-
pensing products t hat are not even thought of now as vendable. 
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SUMlVlARY 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
Vending, as an industry, has reached economic 
significance. Not ' only from the standpoint of dollar volume 
of sales, some one-half billion a year, is it important; 
when one considers that there are literally thousands of 
small vending machine operators, it becomes apparent that 
automatic merchandising is providing a livelihood for a sub-
stantial number of persons. Furthermore, beyond the vendor 
engaged directly in the work of maintaining the machines, 
there are several hundred firms - either partially or wholly 
dependent upon the industry - which supply the equipment and 
products in order that the operators may realize gross sales 
of over one-half billion annually. 
Such an industry, however, has .not appeared over 
night - in fact, the history of vending has been long and 
hard. Though historians have found evidence that some form 
of vending device was in use over 2,000 years ago for dis-
pensing holy water, the first practical application of 
machine ·selling took place in 1822. Richard Carl~le, a Lon-
don publisher, devised a machine for distributing books in 
order that the actual transaction or sale could not be 
legally associated with the seller. Even though the legal 
ruse faile d , the idea of automatic merchandising ncaught 
on." ' With all due respect to Mr. Carl;i:le, it is an intriguing 
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thought that an industry was started as a law-evading device. 
The publicity g iven Carl~le's machine aroused the 
interest of Britons and it was not long b efore coin-activated 
units were dispensing tobacco in British pubs. ~urther devel-
opment in machines took place and in 1883 Percival Everett 
and John Sanderman introduced what was probably the first 
truly automatic vender, the post-card dispenser. With the 
advent of this machine, American interest was stimulated, 
particularly that of Thomas Adams who purchased patent rights 
and commenced vending Tutu-Fruit g;u m throughout t h e Ne w Yor k 
City e levate d system. 
So successful was Adam's venture into penny-gum 
operations that by 1893 dozens of individuals had entered 
the field and were vending such miscellaneous items as pea-
nuts, perfume, handkerchiefs and cigars, ranging in price 
from one to ten cents. Unfortunately, however, the depression 
of 1 893 had a devastating effect on the newly formi ng indus-
try and by 1900 only the better organized penny operators 
were still in existence. The others fell victim to the eco-
nomic decline mostly because of unsound expansion due to 
over-optimism. 
But "it is an ill wind that blows no one good" 
and the 1893 depression did have a certain constructive 
effect for vendors. It taught them the a dvantages of inex-
pensive transportation to locations and, consequently, the 
i mportance of proper routing of servicemen. Of course, it 
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also was a strong reminder to many that sound financial poli-
cies are mandatory to a successful business enterprise - even 
in the nlucrative" vending industry. 
The period following the 1893 collapse until 1928 
was one of sound development for vendors and the industry as 
a whole. Many new operators entered the field and older mer-
chandisers expanded until by 1928 the industry was well 
rooted. This period was also one of experimentation in which 
operators tried vending perishable goods and cold drinks only 
to find that existing equipment could not keep merchandise 
fresh or cool; all of which proved to operators that they 
could not hope to exceed scientific development without incur-
ring prohibitive servicing expenses. 
Strange though it may seem, development in the in-
dustry continued through the depression of the 1930's, the 
two most important achievements being mechanical refrigera-
tion and an efficient slug ejector. This enabled vendors . to 
increase the scope of their operations and the industry con-
tinued to expand in spite of the general business debacle. 
Though better and more efficient machines were developed, 
this was not the primary reason for continued expansion -
a more sound explanation is that producers desired any eco-
nomical means of putting their product in front of the con-
sumer and vending seemed a plausible method of mass distribu-
tion. 
Thus the industry continued to grow until by 1941, 
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at the outbreak of hostilities, industF! sales volume was in 
the vicinity of 300 million dollars. Though the war made 
further expansion virtually impossible, sales remained high 
because of installations in Army and Navy stores. However, 
when peace finally came, operators commenced their long-
awaited expansion, some with n~wer machines, the development 
of which can be attributed to the war effort, so that today 
the industry can boast sales of over one-half billion. 
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Essentially there are three methods by which machines 
are put into operation - thus there are three basic types of 
operation. The first and most important in terms of nmnbers 
of operators, is where the machines are purchased outrightly 
by the operator who is independent - he owns his own business 
in toto and manages it as he sees fit. A second t,ype of 
operation is what might be called subsidized - the operator 
leases his machines from a parent concern and, as a rule, buys 
all merchandise from or through this same source. With such 
an arrangement, the parent concern is in charge of all func-
tions and the local representative simply follows a prescribed 
pattern for management. The third type of operation, which is 
becoming more prevalent, arises from the interest of an al-
ready established jobber of vendable products to increase 
his market - yet, in a fashion, non-competitive with his 
current customers. Consequently, he forms a vending operation 
and, as a rule, disassociates it completely from his other 
business interests by setting it up as a separate company. 
As stated previously, the most important type of 
operation results from the purchase and ownership of machines 
by an individual and this purchase usually takes place through 
a distributor. The distributor is t he link between the manu-
facturer and operator and though he supplies the machines and 
negotiates for their sale, this is the least important of his 
functions. Most important is the mainte.nance of repair facil-
ities and the consequent inventory of spare parts. Since 
most operators are small, they cannot afford to keep a full 
line of parts nor can they afford expensive maintenance equip -
ment. Therefore, when major overhauls are required, they have 
only the distributor to turn to. This reliance upon the dis-
tributor is probably the main justification for his ex istence 
for other than this, his usefulness is limited. 
As for the machines themselves, the importance of 
obtaining the highest quality possible cannot be over-empha-
sized. This, of course, means quality commensurate with 
price and the profitableness of the location in which it is 
to be place d . As has been pointed out, it is often good 
practice for an operator to place an older or less expensive 
machine in a me diocre or que s tionable location, thus reducing 
overhead and maximizing profits. 
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The fundamental characteristics of a g ood machine -
and those which show why quality is important - are soundness 
or ruggedness of chassis construction, reliability and simple-
ness of operating mechanism, and attractive exterior appearance. 
These features, respectively, prevent much destruction of 
machine and merchandise by vandalism, insure proper delivery 
of product upon receipt of adequate change, and make venders 
appealing to location owners and customers. Rather obviously, 
these desirable characteristics are more fully attainable in 
the higher quality machines. 
The best machine, however, can sell nothing unless 
it is placed in a suitable location. The definition of such 
a location can be nothing more than a generalization to the 
effect of a place frequented by a large number of people , 
thus providing a ready market for a given product. So all 
inclusive is such a definition that for each type of product 
. ~ ---
vended, the vendor must usually rely upon past exp~rience · or 
sheer guess work in appraising the potential val~e of a loca-
tion. Though some operators require a certain~inimum popu-
lation before making an installation, they are th~ exception 
rather than the rule. 
Once a likely location has been found, the owner 
must be convinced that it is to his advantage to make use of 
such service as vending machines offer. The most convincing 
argument is generally commissions - profits to be made by the 
location owner from idle floor space. If money alone is not 
inducement enough, then arguments based upon supplementary 
feeding, merchandise without risk, or merely convenience are 
often used. 
After the location is secured, preferably on firm 
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contract, it must be fitte d into the servicing schedule of 
all other machines. This in turn means proper routing and 
sche duling of servicemen in order to utilize to the f ullest 
their productive capacity. If machines are not placed to 
facilitate servicing , t h en the time of the service man is not 
as p roductive as possible and unit costs rise. Similarly , if 
calls on a g iven route are scheduled for t wice weekly, yet 
one machine requires daily service, t hen that machine is 
more expens i ve to maintain and its unit costs rise. It is 
a fundamental principle of vending that to maximize profits, 
p roper routing and scheduling f or service calls must be ma de. 
Linked part and parcel with location is t h e product, 
for amazing though it may seem, the vendor relies upon repeat 
sales for volume turnover. The majority of vended products 
are convenience g oods which will not be repurchased unless 
the quality is h i g h relative to the price; thus the product 
itself is of major i mportance to any operator. 
The basic c haracteristics which make an item 
particularly adaptable to automatic merchandising are stand -
ard ization, small size, low selling price and non-perish-
ab ility. Furth e rmore merchandise which is n a tionally adver-
t ised or at least widely acce p ted, is almost a "must" for 
vending since t h e machine cannot ttsell n - thus with a low-
priced and recognized product, reluctance on the part of the 
consruner to try the machine is g reatly if not completely 
eliminated. 
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Even though many vended products - i.e. candy bars, 
ttcokes, tt - have a retail price already established by the 
manufacturer, this is not always the case. Nor do operators 
always desire to sell at over-the-counter prices. In such 
situations, the vendor must set a price of his own as is done 
with cigarettes and nylon stockings - and the usual considera-
tion of supply, demand and costs must be made. Demand for 
vended products is twofold: demand for the product per se 
and the value of convenience. Value of convenience of course 
means considering the proximity of an alternative supply as 
well as the actual supply in existence. 
But beyond these considerations, which are common 
to any price setting formula, the automa tic merchandiser must 
consider the element of pocket change . Since vending is a 
convenience business, prices should be such that they can be 
readily met from pocket coins, thus causing the customer as 
little inconvenience as possible and alleviating the neces-
sity for expensive change-making mechanisms. 
Costs, as used in pricing , are also interesting in 
themselves because they offer perhaps the best way of compar-
ing this form of retailing with that to which we are more 
accustomed. Though any comparison must be general, averag e 
figures for sales dollar distribution in the vending indus-
try indicate that cost of g oods sold is lower, thus g ross 
margin is higher than for other types of retailing . Profit 
is lower, however, which means that expenses are g reater, 
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justifying the conclusion that vending is a less efficient 
method of marketing. As with all averages, these must not 
be misconstrued as representing the entire industry. Some 
larger, well-organized and integrated vending concerns exem-
plify efficiency and realize a substantial net profit as a 
result. 
Finally a word about trade associations to show 
what the vendors are doing on their own behalf. The National 
Automatic Merchandisers Association, founded in 1936, is the 
national representative of commodity vendors. It serves a 
• 
dual function - public relations, to foster vending as an 
accepted method of retailing; and tax fighting, a preventa-
tive measure to keep state legislators from taxing the in-
dustry out of existence. 
By implication the vendors, with the aid of the 
N .A. M.A., hope to expand both in terms of numbers of machines 
used and in products handled. To do the latter, they must 
soon enter the realm of the over-the-counter retailer to an 
even greater extent. Some opinions on this are forthwith 
presented. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The first question to be answered is what is the 
future of automatic merchandising as a marketing device, both 
as it is used now and as a method of mass distribution in 
competition with regular retail outlets? 
In the marketing of low-priced, small, standardized 
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convenience g oods - such as are vended today - automatic mer-
chandising should continue to expand and prosper. It per-
forms a useful f unction in providing merchandise in locations 
where other forms of retailing could not profitably survive. 
Consequently, it justifies its existence even thoug h more 
economical methods of distribution are available. Granting 
t h is premise to be true, then vending should expand for two 
reasons; in the f irst p lace, there are an inestimable number 
of potential locations throug hout the United States that are 
not yet serviced by venders. These are locations as yet un-
discovere d and ones that will arise as new plants and build-
ing s are constructed. H. w. Davis, repeating a prediction 
made by the N.A. M.A., speculates that industry sales will 
reach two billion d ollars by 1952. (1) This is just one 
person's guess as to h ow many presently unused locations may 
be in use by then - but it is corroborating evidence t h at 
t h ere is room for expansion. 
A second, and p e rhaps equally g ood reason to expect 
f uture g rowth in the industry arises when one consi ders t h e 
nUmber of convenience items as yet not vended that may p rove 
very a dap table to automatic merch andising . F or example, 
tissues for cle aning eye g lasses should be vendable; or 
Kleenex p acks mi ght well be a h andy item to d ispense. Both 
are standard, small and ine xpensive - and they are someth ing 
useful to a mass market either on i mpulse or as a matter of 
(1) Printers Ink , December 26, 1 947, nAutomatic Vendor's 
Sales to Hit Two Billion from 3,800, 000 Machines by 
1952,u H. W. Davis . 
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convenience. 
But turning to the o~her phase of t h e question -
automatic merchandising as a direct competitor to the retail 
outlet. Very bluntly, it seems improbable, if not impossible, 
that vending will ever enter successfully into competition 
with retailing as is common today. Nor shoul d vending ever 
supplant it. 
Arguing this theory f irst from the standpoint of 
costs, it was pointed out in Chapter III that on the averag e 
they are h i gh. Even if t h ey could be reduced through inte-
g rated organizat ions, it is unlikely t hat t h ey could be 
lowered below t h ose of our chain department stores and super-
markets, the l at ter par ticularly. There is no reason to be-
lieve that a vend i ng concern could obtain a more favorable 
g ross margin to operate from than could any other larg e re-
tail outlet since b oth would be integ rated and both would be 
purchasing basically the same items, and volume, for resale. 
Also operating e xpenses should not be less than 
for a normal retail outlet. Though the machine might replace 
the sales clerk, there would still be personnel required for 
refilling and repairing t he machines and making c hange. In 
t h e case of a super-market, therefore, the net result would 
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be merely t h e replacing of one group of employees with another -
p lus t h e expense of an initial capital investment f or machines . 
The f ollowing quotation f rom Printers Ink indicates that a 
similar situation would obtain in other forms of retail outlet: 
nTes ts have proved that personal selling 
is more efficient and economical where 
there is sufficient sales volume to support 
it." (1) 
There are further arguments a gainst vending machines 
as a means of distributing most products. Referring again 
to Chapter III, it was pointed out that machines cannot sell. 
Similarly, they cannot handle t h e typ e of product where a 
choice of size, s hapes, colors and brands is desirable. These 
two f acts indicate immediately that t h e majority of products 
are, therefore, not adaptable to machine selling whi ch , in 
turn, eliminates the possibility of a mechanized department 
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store and, for all ·practical purposes, a mechanical supermarket. 
Furthermore, the competition any automatic merchan-
diser would encounter from other retailers if he were to ven-
ture into radically different product lines would be over-
powering . As discussed in the section on pricing , the vendor 
is faced with inflexibility. Odd prices and price psychology 
are a virtual impossibility to him . and changes in price level 
from day to day mean expensive changeovers in ma ch ines. 'rhere 
could be no credit, delivery or return privileg es when dealing 
wi th a mechanical store - or at least such service would at 
best be impractical. There, of course, would be no persona-
lized service which many people pay dearly f or. 
Lastly from t h e point of view of the consumer, 
vending which is a convenience business, would be inconvenient 
as a g eneral method of buying . The purchaser could not see 
(1) Printers Ink, October 1, 1947, 11Can ¥ou Sell Your Product 
Through Vending !Vlachines?" B . Saperstein. 
or feel . the merchandise and each time something was bought 
it would be a g amble whether or not the machine would work . 
Swmnarily, contrary to many articles written after 
World War II (1) propounding the theory that the automatic 
age in selling had arrived, it seems that this may not be the 
case. There are f e w, if any, advantages to a mechanical re-
tail outlet. Noteworthy is the fact that Keedoozle, the 
automatic supe~narket in Memphis, Tennessee, went out of 
business in August after having lost 170,000 dollars in 
eleven months. Said Clarence Saunders, its owner: 
nKeedoozle was too much for the average mind 
to comprehend. I am really fed up with g ad-
gets - reg ardless of how miraculous - they 
may be. n (2) 
One further question needs answering - what will be 
the position of automatic merchandising in the event of an-
other depression? Will it continue to expand or be depres-
sionproof as before? The answer seems to be g enerally no -
no more than any industry distributing food products. The 
conditions suitable to growth prevailing during the 1930's 
{see pp 29-33) are not present now and will in all likeli-
hood not be present ag ain. Vending as an indust~ is rapidly 
approaching the point of saturation on the g rowth curve and 
if the expansion in locations previously referred to takes 
place fast enough, then saturation should be reached prior to 
(1) See footnote 3, page 9 
(2) Time, August 29, 1949, p. 67. 
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another major business decline. 
The vending indusLry may soon run out of new prod-
ucts to d ispense other than those whose inception is due to 
the normal functioning of a productive nation. Consequently, 
few manufacturers should be hunting, ~r at least looking to 
the vending industry, for a method of distribution. This 
would eliminate one other strong causal factor active .during 
the last depression. 
Of course, being an industry primarily concerned 
with f ood distribution, vending should not suffer as would 
durable goods industries; but it should feel the pinch of 
hard times in the future. 
In conclusion, the vending industry can economically 
justify its existence in a capitalistic economy solely be-
cause it provides convenience goods where other types of re-
tailing could not prosper. In this capacity, its future 
seems assured. As a method of marketing for anything other 
than standardized convenience goods, thus as an alternative 
to over-the-counter retailing, it does not seem feasible. 
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AP-PENDIX 
I 
• 
FORWARD TO APPEJ:HJIXRS 
The purpose of these appendixes is twofold. 
Firstly, they provide somewhat of a bibliography for the 
work inasmuch as most of t he material for the thesis was 
gathered by personal interview with vending machine opera-
tors and these appendixes present a record of the informa-
tion obtained. 
Secondly, and more important, t hey provide exam-
ples of actual operations to supplement t h e general dis-
cussions in the body of the thesis. Thus they de monstrat e, 
in case f orm, t he integration of the complex factors of 
vend ing into a profitable organization serving the public . 
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APPENDI X A 
COMPANY A - NATIONAL, SUBSIDI ZED OPERA'riON 
Th e comp any whose operation is described in this 
case is the larg est automatic merchandising concern in the 
world. It was chosen for case study because it represents 
size, subsid ized operation and the vend i ng of candy and sof t 
beverages. Nationwide coverag e of the market is accomplished 
through the use of both company-owned and inde pendent opera-
tors who lease mach ines from the controlling or parent org a n -
ization. In either case, comp any-owned or inde pendent, 
operating procedure is identical and management is responsi-
ble d irectly to headquarters. 
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The Boston office, with which this discussion is 
primarily concerne d , is comp any controlled, as are most repre-
sentatives on the Atlantic seaboard, and its territorial 
coverage extends westward to Springfiel d , north and south to 
the state lines. Beyond these geographical limitations, 
other branches take over. Western Massachusetts is covered 
as a separate territory as are Rhode Island , Connecticut and 
t h e other New England States. Though the company, as a whole, 
merchandises candy, cig arettes, gum, beverages and nuts, t h is 
outlet carries only candy, beverages and gum - candy being 
the basic line. The extent of the product line is based on 
competition - since there are so many vendors of cig arettes 
in the metropolitan area and bearing in mind also that cig a-
rettes are a s upplementa ry line being offered only when 
unavailable from other sources, it has been deemed unwise 
from a profit standpoint for this operator to handle them. 
As will be seen later, the type of location to which this 
company caters is not one in which many cigarettes could be 
vended. 
Since all considerations in a vending operation are 
so closely woven together, it is difficult to choose a start-
ing point from which a logical dissertation can be given. 
However, without a good location, there would be no sales 
irrespective of product and other policies - so the first 
problem to solve is where to place the machines, g iven a 
product. 
LOCATIONS 
The "bread and butter11 or primary locations of in-
terest are industrial plants, the larger the better. In 
this same category, and also preferred, are schools, hospi-
tals, railroad stations, airports and other transportation 
terminals and theatres. Though not averse to handling 
.smaller operations where the traffic permits, locations 
using a larger number of machines make for easier service 
and maintenance, more controlled routing of servicemen, and 
virtually assure a sufficient volume of trade. Thus expenses 
are reduced and profits are maximized. 
Though about one unsolicited call per day is re-
ceived requesting that machines be installed, the majority 
of locations are obtained through the efforts of a force of 
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company-trained salesmen operating in the field. Their job 
is to locate, appraise and sell a potential location owner; 
and since there are so many establishments that are poten-
tials, their first task is to appraise. Relative to this, 
it has been established that a population of at least 35-50 
persons is required to support a candy vender; at least 300 
to support a drink dispenser in a location where there is no 
transient traffic as, for example, in an industrial plant. 
Where there is a possibility of intermittent sales from pasa-
ing people, then the requiren1ents are not so stiff - this ex-
plains why such places as garages employing only four or five 
mechanics can profitably support a candy machine. Still 
there must be sound reason to believe that at least minimum 
sales will be made before any attempt is made to sell the 
service. Once this fact has been established, the salesman 
need only convince the location owner of his need for vending 
machines, complete the contractual agreements and make the 
necessary plans for a supervisor to locate and install the 
units. 
Since the entire system of this company is, in 
their own words, tttailor-made," the roll of the supervisor 
is most important. He must go into the plan or location and 
determine the types of machines to be used, where to locate 
them and how many to use in each position. In so doing , 
there are many factors to consider. 
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F oremost, perhaps, are the deparb~ental requiren1ents -
the number and type of workers. A large number of workers, 
as a rule, will require more units. Workers in clerical de-
partments where little manual labor is performed will not 
consume so much as will workers in the plant. Likewise, de-
partments composed p redominantly of women will not h ave the 
consumption capacity of an all-male off ice. Even such factors 
as air conditioning and the proximity of drinking f ountains 
must be considered. If buildings are cool and bubblers are 
readily accessible, then a drink dispenser may be unprofit-
able even though there are suffi cient potential customers to 
support it. 
Even though a particular department may prove to 
b e the ideal spot for several and diversified machines, it 
is the prerogative of the departmental manag er to give or 
withhold permission for their installation. He may feel oper-
ations will be hampered by too frequent visits to the nscut-
tle-buttn; or the work being done may be such that damag e 
from spillag e of drinks and soilag e from candy would be so 
costly t lJ.a t all food must be consumed in places designed 
specifically for that purpose. The drafting room of an 
e ngineering firm is an example of the latter situation. 
Efficient loc a tions are another factor t h e super-
visor must consider. When manag ement g ives its approval for 
an installation, it d oes so with the understanding that 
smooth flow of work will not be interrupted - or at least 
that delays will be conunensurate with the intangible benefits 
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derived from the supplementary feeding. By combining knowl-
edge gained from experience and from surveys made at the 
plant, information is obtained concerning the most beneficial 
locations. Records show that units are best positioned where 
workers can make ndual-purpose stops" - where they can accom-
plish that which is required of them and also enjoy refresh-
ment simultaneously. Examples of this may be locations next 
to the tool crib, outside lavatories or close to elevator 
shafts. Thus waste time is reduced to a minimum and employers 
are satisfied. 
But in placing machines to facilitate efficiency, 
care must also be taken not to create safety hazards. Labor 
and management alike are greatly interested in the welfare of 
the working man - labor for the benefit of the worker and 
management to avoid expenses from lost time, higher insurance 
rates and, last but not least, to reduce frictional disputes 
with unions. To place a dispenser, as an illustration, next 
to an arc-welding operation would not be soundest policy. 
Rather obviously, venders should be placed to ex-
pedite both machine and plant maintenance. If a unit is so 
placed that it becomes an obstacle in the path of the janitor, 
its net worth is reduced • . In similar manner, if it is in a 
location where the serviceman cannot readily attend it, as 
in a ladies' room, then benefits derived and profits may be 
ne glig ible. 
Workers, being human beings, have their tastes and 
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preferences and these must be considered. The supervisor 
must ascertain to the best of h is ability exactly what types 
of candy and beverages will be most in demand from a g iven 
unit and plan with the serviceman to be sure that they will 
be present in sufficient volume. Peculiarly, even hungry 
people will forego a purchase if the item of their choice is 
not to be had. This results in stale merchandise, reduced 
commissions and g eneral dissatisfaction with the service. 
Finally, beverage machines must be so situated 
that e lectric current and water are readily available. Al-
though there are some units which contain their own water 
supply, the general practice is to use that which is obtained 
from the general source. 
Thus it can be seen that the making of a successful 
operation relys to a g reat degree upon the thoroughness with 
which the initial installation is made. Factors of plant lay-
out and operation, workers' preferences and accessibility of 
resources, to mention only a few, must be weighed - a slip-
up may mean the diff erence between a satisfied or disgruntled 
location owner. 
Once t h e proper layout has been determined, all 
machines must be installed as quickly and with as little con-
f usion as possible - there must be no disruption of regular 
routine. To cite an illustration: one large industrial firm 
in southern New England contracted for the service, but it 
was specified t h at in view of impending labor trouble, 
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installation would have to be expedited. ·Vhen the plant 
closed on Saturday afternoon, the operator's men were on 
hand with all machines and merchandise to comraence installa-
tion. At eight o 1 cloclc the following Monday morning when 
the workers returned to their tasks, all machines were com-
pletely ready for operation. And not a single man-hour of 
work was lost by the employees. This is significant in that 
it shows to what extremes this operator can and will go to 
secure a large account - and to provide "tailor-made 11 service. 
Although it is the general policy of the company 
not to leave a vender in an unprofitable location, exceptions 
are made, particularly in the case of large industrial plants. 
A situation may arise where a department is not large enough 
to support a machine, yet for the sake of labor relations, 
it may be politic that one be installed. This case is not 
uncommon where laborers are highly skilled and their time is 
valuable, yet they are few in number andworlc by themselves • 
To make it necessary for them to leave their benches, journey 
to another part of the factory and return again would be too 
time consuming. And since they are entitled to the privileges 
accorded other employees, the only reasonable solution is to 
give them a machine of their ovm. This is done as a courtesy 
service to the location owner. 
The program outlined in the preceding pages is 
particularly applicable to industrial locations where the mer-
chandise offered is considered convenience goods. In locations 
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such as airports and railroad stations where g oods are boug h t 
p rimarily on impulse~ the situation is somewhat different. 
Here the major problem is to place the machine where it will 
be most noticeable and where it is convenient so that the 
regular channels of traffic will provide the necessary number 
of customers. Yet, in all cases, the mach ine must be located 
so that in traveling from the point where it was first no-
tice d to where it is positioned~ the consumer's course is not 
rad ically changed and the time utilized is insignificant. 
F or deciding u pon the ex act spot, in any such location, where 
sales should be greatest, there are no fixed rules - ex peri -
ence and observation are the best guides. 
However, one fact has been well establi s he d - ma-
chines should not be located where they will be in competition 
with others selling the same or similar products. And it i s 
p referable to h ave a spot where t here are no machines selling 
substitutable merchandise, such as ice cream or cold milk . 
This is ag ain a situation where the operator may be force d to 
rnaintain a machine irrespective of competitive conditions if 
h e is to continue servicing the location with commo d ities. 
APPEALS TO LOC AT I ON OvTif.8RS 
The most forceful appeal in the majority of cases 
is the revenue obtainable from commissions shown in section 
on costs. When the location owner is presented with a pro-
gram t h at entails no investment, expense, obligation, risk or 
trouble, yet virtually assures a regular monthly income, then 
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there is usually immediate acceptance. An added incentive 
is presented when one considers the purposes to which this 
revenue can be put. 
Managements, becoming ever more conscious of the 
desires of labor, are providing recreation, athletic and em-
ployee welfare funds in increasing numbers. The regular in-
come afforded by vending machines in many plants wholly sup-
ports one or more of these funds. Thus employees not only 
receive merchandise at the point of purchase, but simultane-
ously contribute to their own well-being. Of course, for 
installations other than industrial, the basic appeal is 
revenue since the smaller location, as a rule, is not con-
cerned with funds of any sort. 
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Benefits to management of a more intangible nature 
are also presented in sales appeals. Studies conducted by 
many sources have definitely proven that supplementary feed-
ing - food consumed between regular meal hours - is beneficial 
to the workers. A hungry, or perhaps better, a not fully-
nourished employee tends to become easily fatigued, ineffi-
cient, nervous and irritable. Such conditions lead to acci-
dents, manhours wasted and friction between men which is not 
conducive either to good labor relations or to optimum pro-
duction. 
By the same token, labor also benefits -morale is 
higher, health is maintained and, as mentioned before, em-
ployee welfare funds are bolstered. So it can be seen that 
' 
management employs a more fit and satisfied worker; and that 
the worker feels a nense of belonging which certainly makes 
f or better relationships all around. 
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In many cases, the location owner must be convinced 
that vending machines are not in competition with other retail 
outlets. Particularly is this so when the concern contemplat-
ing using the service is, for all intents and purposes, the 
sole supporter of the community. Wnen such a situation does 
arise, it is the responsibility of the salesman to point out 
to the user that the vender supplies only convenience goods 
and that it, in reality, may be of benefit to the local mer-
chant since it introduces new products to the consumer. In 
this connection, it might also be stated that this company 
does no advertising to the public. An interesting example 
of this is the case of a manufacturer that provided employment 
for the entire community in which he is situated. Wnen the 
service was proposed to him, his main concern was for the 
candy store on the corner - would not sales there be impaired. 
Before he could be 11 sold, 11 a survey was made, which not only 
p roved that it was not competitive, but also demonstrated 
· that in reality the candy-counter business was better because 
the workers, becoming accustomed to different and better mer-
chandise, demanded this of their local retailer - thus broad-
ening his line and increasing his profit. 
PRODUCT 
With this company, as with most concerns in the 
vending business, the product is the thing. Sales volurne de-
pends upon satisfied patrons returning to make further pur-
chases - particularly is this true when convenience goods are 
handled as in this case. Also customers will buy only goods 
with which they are familiar - there is great hesitancy on 
the part of the public to pay money for an article whose 
merit is unknown, especially when it is impossible to make 
a return or receive a rebate. Once the coin is in the slot, 
a point of no return has literally been reached. As a re-
sult of this condition, and because resales are so important, 
this company follows a policy of stocking only nationally ad-
vertised merchandise. By so doing, the barrier between the 
silent salesman and the sceptical populace is at least par-
tially, if not completely broken down. ~Nholly understandable 
also is the fact that items promoted on a national scale are 
more desired - thus are they not only easier to vend, but 
necessitate the purchase of fewer commodities which means, 
in turn, large r quantities purchased from a single supplier 
with the resulting savings through ~uantity discounts. 
Completely in line with a policy of handling only 
nationally advertised merchandise is the practice of g iving 
exactly the same quality and quantity as that obtainable from 
retail outlets at the same price. This phenomenal situation 
is a requirement necessitated by two factors: first, customers 
demand that the products dispensed be on a par with those 
available elsewhere or they will go to that elsewhere to buy. 
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Secondly, and of equal importance, manufacturers of high 
g rade and well established lines cannot and will not allow 
their good reputations to be sacrificed at the hands of 
operators who are searching for higher margins. 
To maintain these standards, a testing laboratory 
is operated by the parent company for the express purpose of 
sampling and either accepting or rejecting all material de-
livered. A portion of each shipment is weighed to check for 
volume and exrunined to ascertain quality of ingredients. 
Only if all qualifications are met are the g oods released for 
distribution. But product analysis does not end here. In 
all cup-beverage venders, there is a set of meter valves 
which control the amount of syrup and carbonated water 
squirted into the receptacle; and these valves are adjustable 
by the operator. To check quality and quru~tity given and 
thus prevent vendors from cutting corners, so to speak, the 
Coco-Cola people employ investigators whose job it is to 
take sealed samples from machines on location and submit them 
for laboratory test. If the samples so taken are not of 
specified quality, then the operator is warned; if the situa-
tion is not remedied, then the operator finds himself sans 
"coke." So it is easily seen that the consumer does as well 
with his nickel at a machine as he would at a drug store 
counter - perhaps better, in fact. 
Rotation of selections is another product policy 
of the company - and this serves a dual purpose. Patrons 
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tending to become tired of the same items week after week, 
become dissatisfied with the service and sales fall off. 
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Thus by constantly changing the variety of candies and bever-
ages available, company-buyer relations are strengthened and 
sales remain more stable. Not only are operations handled 
more smoothly, rotation also provides a form of market re-
search. By constantly bringing in new items, the operator 
soon learns what is in greatest demand and can act accordingly. 
Only with respect to products handled is there any 
class or sex appeal to machines - venders per se are not de-
signed for, or limited to, service for any particular income 
group. But the merchandise carried very definitely is. 
Workers performing manual labor or other physically d ifficult 
tasks are less quality-conscious and demand a larger quantity 
for the price. This is not to imply that quality in such 
cases may be disregarded; quantity, quality and price must 
be in the proper ratio. In the case of office personnel, 
especially women, where appetites are less voracious, quality 
of merchandise is the prime consideration. 
As mentioned before, there must be a sufficient 
number oE machines at each location to satisfy demand. Since 
demand for some products, soft drinks in particular, is sea-
sonal, care must be taken to insure that that which is desired 
is present in the proper volume. Though this is primarily 
a location problem which must be attended to when the installa-
tion is first made, it is also linked part and parcel with 
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merchandise policy -you can't sell what you haven't got 
and you've g ot to have what people want when they want it. 
OPERATING POLICIES 
All merchandise is obtained from the parent company 
which maintains a central purchasing department. This depart-
ment submits to all operators what is called a dealers' list 
on which available goods and the price at which they may be 
had are enumerated. In this connection, prices to vendors 
are subject to a slight loading factor, allowing the company 
to realize a profit on resale. Irrespective of this addi-
tional cost, the advantage of one buyer purchasing for so 
many outlets is obvious; quantity discounts are tremendous. 
This fact can be emphasized even more when it is considered 
that the company orders from one firm as many as a million 
candy bars per day - in some instances, this allows the seller 
to schedule his entire operations on the basis of one order. 
Maintenance of machines is a large factor in this 
operation. Seven men are kept constantly busy repairing, 
remodeling and cleaning the units. All dispensers are over-
hauled yearly, at which time worn parts are replaced, physi-
cal appearance is enhanced and completely obsolete or irrepa-
rable machines are junked. Policy and law require that cup-
beverage dispensers be sterilized every sixty days. Beyond 
this, it is the duty of the serviceman to check units 
thoroughly at each call. Such completeness of procedure may 
seem like carrying a g ood thing to extremes, but it must be 
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be remembered that an unattractive machine is not an eye 
catcher; that faulty operation which gyps the user may mean 
the loss of future business; and that poor or mangled mer-
ch andise is not conducive to return sales. 
Perhaps it is now obvious that service is the cor-
nerstone on which this company's business is built. Each 
serviceman is trained for the specific tasks he must perform 
at each location, which include cleaning and polishi ng the 
unit, checking its operation~ replenishing and rotating mer-
chandise and, last but not least, collecting receipts . 
Service sch edules provide for at least weekly calls at each 
location -more often if necessary. Naturally it is the hope 
of the operator that more frequent calls will be necessary. 
For better presentation to the public and for the 
protection of the location owner, all servicemen are uni-
forme d . vVhen patrons see a neat, clean person caring f or the 
machines, the psychological effect is g ood - particularly is 
this so when the product being handled is food. The distinc-
tive appearance of the attendant protects the location owner 
from fraud perpetrated by misrepresentation - in the past, 
machines had been pilfered by persons purporting to be the 
serviceman with a resulting commission loss, as well as loss 
to the owner. To further protect the location owner, each 
serviceman is bonded and insured. Thus any acts committed 
by the attendant for vvhich the location owner would normally 
be liable are made the responsibility of the company. In 
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like manner , the user of the service is protected against 
loss from theft by attendants since they are bonded. 
m~en machines are serviced, a complete record of 
the inventory in the unit, fresh merchandise placed and cash 
collected is made on a card specifically designed for that 
purpose. Thus at the end of an accounting period, each 
serviceman is held directly responsible for merchandise and 
cash received - any shortages are charged to him at · the re-
tail price. Again commissions to the location owner are 
protected • 
COSTS OF OPERATION 
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The costs of machines are an unknown factor to the 
local operator - he merely leases t hem from the central of-
fice for whom they are built. Each unit is designed for a 
specific _purpose by the chief eng ineer of the parent corpora-
tion and is built for it by the National Cash Register Company. 
For accounting purposes, machines are depreciated 
in five years - but f or operational purposes the situation 
is quite different. During the first five years, the rental 
fee for the unit is at a g iven figure which includes a por-
tion for amortization. After the machine has been completely 
written from the books, or paid for, the rental fee is re-
duced to a very nominal monthly sum. Thus in reality, the 
machine is t'bought11 as we 11 as rented by the local opera tor -
yet is still property of the parent concern. 
'J:hough the vender is paid for in five years, its 
, 
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service life may be ten or more years, dependent upon two fac-
tors - the treatment it has received while in use and obsoles-
cence. New designs and more functional machines are continu-
ously being developed and it is to the advantage of the oper-
ator in many cases to have the latest thing . Machines nru.st 
attract attention and the most g lamorous device is usually 
the most satisfactory in this respect. So to maintain com-
petitive standing , particularly where an exclusive contract 
is not in force, machines must be drawing cards. Many times 
a machine is returned to the leasor before it has been com-
pletely amortized, simply because a better model is available. 
In such instances, credit is given for the returned unit and 
a new one is substituted in its place. 
When machines reach the stage where they are no 
longer useful, all salvageable parts are removed, the remain-
der being crushed and sold for junk . 
Cost accounting surveys have shown that par sales -
or the breakeven point - for a cup-beverag e dispenser is 2000 
sales or 100 dollars per month. For a candy unit, the break-
even potnt is calculated to be 200 . b.a.:l>s per month. 
All machines are insured to protect the location 
owner from any liability, up to 300 thousand dollars, which 
may arise because of the presence of the unit in his estab-
lishment. A comprehensive general liability policy protects 
the operator, location owner and buyer from bodily injury, 
death or property damag e resulting from ne g lig ence or care-
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lessnes s on the part of any employee of the company; this 
also includes damage to clothes, or any part of the person 
resulting from faulty installation. 
Product liability insurance is also carried to 
protect against any claims arising from the consump tion of 
the vended goods. Contractual liability on written instru-
ments is also covered. As mentioned before, all servicemen 
are covered with a fidelity bond. 
Machines are not insured against dam age nor is 
the merchandise contained insured against theft. Since the 
installation is made for the benefit of location employees 
and because the location owner is paid a co~nission, which 
usually reverts to employees through funds, the company 
feels that most users will be considerate. In locations 
other than industrial; it is felt tha t the presence of other 
people is insurance enough against theft. 
Commissions are paid at re gular monthly intervals, 
either in · cash or by check, whichever the location owner de-
sires. Accompanying each payment is a complete s t atement 
showing the actual merchandise sales, cash receipts and com-
mission as calculated, thus allowing the receiver to check 
for adequacy and accuracy. If the f irm using the service is 
national in scope, then a consolidated statement and an all 
inclusive commission payment is sent to the n1ain off ice if 
des i re d - otherwise remittances are made to each individual 
location. 
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Co~nission rates are slightly lower than those of 
competitors. This is justified by pointing out that turnover 
is faster because of better merchandising methods; thus net 
return per unit is higher and dollar commissions are higher 
even though rates are not. Judging from the number of rna-
chines this company operates nationally, these arguments must 
be convincing. 
Commission rates, based on a percentage of sales 
and at an increasing rate with higher sales, are shown below • 
TABLE XII - COMMIS SIONS PAYABLE ON CANDY SALES 
Net Sales Per Period Commission 
Less Than $ 50.00 5% 
~ 50.00 to ~59.99 6% 
~ 60.00 to ~ 69.99 7d • /0 ~~ 70.00 to f 79.99 . 8% $ 80.00 to ¢,>89.99 9% 
90.00 to $ 99.99 lo% 
$100.00 to $109.99 • . 11% 
~ ' 110.00 and Over 12% 
T .~LE XIII - COMMISSIONS PAYABLE ON BEVERAGE SALES 
Net Sales Per Period 
Less than ~115.00 
$ 115.00 to ~129.95 
* 130.00 to $144 .95 
' 145.00 to ~159.95 
$ 160.00 to ~~ 174.95 
6175.00 to $ 189.95 
~190.00 to $ 204.95 
~ 205 • 00 t 0 $ 219. 95 
t~ 220 .00 to :tp234. 95 
$ 235.00 to $ 249.95 
cfi. 250.00 and over • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Commission 
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There are no license fees ~or special taxes imposed 
upon this type of operator in Massachusetts. Annually the 
machines are assessed, and allowing for normal depreciation, 
are taxed as personal property by the city. Other normal 
business taxes are paid. 
Loss through theft and spoilage is negligible -
the former because each serviceman is held liable for all 
merchandise issued to him or its equivalent in cash; the lat-
ter because turnover is rapid and inventories are small. To 
insure against spoilage of chocolate candy in the summer, it 
is not handled unless it can be disposed of by the serviceman 
before noon. In place of this merchandise, such items as 
fudge or cookies are substituted - knovm as summer candy. 
TRADE ASSOCIATION 
The parent company and all its affiliates are mem-
bers of the National Automatic Merchandising Association. 
This association is of benefit primarily in legal actions 
and in fighting against tax legislation. The N.A. M.A. has 
recently been of benefit to operators in Massachusetts on two 
occasions - first it fought House Bill #1049 which was nde-
sig ned to tax vendors out of business." Its second appear-
ance was made to assist operators in a struggle against cut-
throat competition. Immediately following the war, many 
veterans entered the vending field, bought both new and used 
machines and offered commission rates higher than any others 
in the country. Had these rates not been impossible, operators 
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would have been 11glad 11 to accept the new competition as such. 
But since current rates were all that could be reasonably 
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paid and still stay in business, immediate action was required. 
A successful attempt was made to enforce the prevailing rates. 
It is of interest that there is no local trade 
group for food and beverage vendors . 
• 
APPENDIX B 
COMPANY B - JOB BER-VENDOR TYPE OF OPERATION 
This case, like the one following , will of neces-
sity be shorter than Case A. In neither this case nor Case 
C is the operation complex enough to warrant great detail 
nor would elaboration result in anything more than repeti-
tion of previous cases or the main body of the thesis. 
The operator with which this case is concerned is 
a local independent vendor of cigarettes who, though large 
for an independent, falls within the classification of medium 
size. rrhis operation is reported in case form because it is 
representative of a size group and also of the most i mport-
ant of vended products. 
Within the area which it serves, Greater Boston, 
the most sought after locations are taverns. Second to 
these are restaurants, then industrial locations where work-
ers have smoking privileges. Beyond these, there are no 
particular preferences; any place that 11looks good" and can 
be readily serviced is considered worthwhile until proven 
otherwise. 
In order to facilitate routing and scheduling of 
servicemen, this operator will place a machine in a location, 
even though it may not show a reasonable profit, if it will 
pay its own e xpenses and help defray the costs of the parti-
cular route. This is a policy completely di ff erent from 
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that of Company A which selects its locations with profits 
in mind, then routes the serviceman. This policy, however, 
is explainable because Company B caters to a different type 
of customer and in order to obtain sales volume, must oper-
ate over a scattered area. To do this profitably and thus 
make the most of the best locations, it is considered sound 
business practice to use 11weak sisters. 11 
The majority of locations are solicited by the 
owner of the company and in appraising their value, he uses 
no fixed formula; experience and judgment are his ?nly guide. 
It is quite obvious that although this allows flexibility in 
selection, it entails an element of risk greater than would 
be the case if some statistical measure were applied. Never-
theless, from the size of this operation, it is evident that 
its owner is either a good appraiser or has had considerable 
luck. 
In nselling" location owners, the primary tool is 
commissions fortified by the argument that allowing the in-
stallation of machines assures the location of an adequate 
supply of cigarettes without commensurate responsibilities. 
Beyond this, there can be little more to offer since most 
location owners are responsible to themselves only and have 
no employee funds or benefits demanding contributions. 
A tobacco jobbership, owned by the operator, sup-
plies the product to be vended. The only difference between 
this and the jobber-vendor relationship discussed in Chapter 
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III is that the vending operation preceded the jobbership. 
The resulting economies are, of course, the same. It is 
only desired to point out that the wholesale firm was de-
signed to aid the merchandising concern rather than vice-
versa. 
General operating policies for this company are 
the same as those for Company A. Machines are serviced at 
least once per week; more often if required. Maintenance 
of mach ines is facilitated by a completely equipped workshop 
in which two men are kept constantly busy painting and re-
pairing . Unique to cig arette vendors, however, are two 
other operating necessities - inserting change in packages 
and f iling sales reports with state authorities. 
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts requires that 
all vendors of cigarettes file a month ly report of sales with 
the tax collector. Further, all sales records are subject to 
unannounced inspection by state auditors at irregular inter-
vals. As an added check against the ttbootlegg ingtt of cig a-
rettes, the state imposes a one dollar per year per machine 
tax. By thus registering every machine on location and, 
consequently, making unreg istered venders illegal, the state 
is virtually assured of collecting every penny of revenue due. 
In addition to the per mach ine tax, every operator 
is required to pay a state license fee of 100 dollars per 
year. This, supposedly, is to help defray the costs of 
administering the tax and incidentally serve as an extra 
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check on vendors. 'Whatever its purpose, it is merely another 
cost that the consumer must pay. 
Other costs are similar to those incurred by any 
vending operation. Machines are obtained, through a dis -
tributor, direct from the manufacturer - prices are the same 
as those previously discussed. Here a g ain equipment is 
depreciated over a five -year pe riod, though service life may 
be as long as ten years. 
The operator carries liability insurance, of an 
undisclosed amount, to protect the location owner and him-
self. As with Company A, no property damage or theft in-
surance is carried, but for a different reason - damage is 
so g reat to cigarette venders that rates for protection are 
prohibitive ly high . 
Cownissions vary from 3/4 to 2~ cents per pack . 
Though they are increased from minimum to maximum as sales 
through a particular location increase, they are not on a 
fixed schedule as are those for Company A and C . By using 
a flexible comn1ission plan for compensating the location 
owner, this operator has a competitive advantage. If a loca-
tion appears profitable, he can offer any rate up to the 
maximum, thus outbidding all rivals and securing his 
position . 
Such a flexib le commission schedule precludes the 
possibility of establishing a fixed break -even point for the 
operation. A fair estimate of average B . E . per mach ine, 
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however, is 70 packs per wee k . 
A f inal expense item is personal and real property 
taxes which are paid in add ition to mach ine taxes and license 
f e es. 
Company B is a member of the N.A. M. A. and of t he 
local Ci garette Merchandisers Association - the f unctions of 
which have been discussed in Chapter III • 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPANY C - SMALL I NDEPENDENT OPERATOR 
Company C is a two-man independent operation vend-
ing Nylon hosiery. 'rhe owner was interviewed in order to 
determine how the more novel items are merchandised and 
because his operation represents almost the smallest in 
terms of' size. 
At present, territorial coverage is limited to 
Metropolitan Boston in which drug stores and transportation 
terminals are the f avored locations. Drug stores are more 
desirable because they are located where heavy traff ic is 
almost assured - and because they provide telephone booths 
in which purchasers can don their newly acquired possessions . 
The only satisfactory appeal to location owners 
who must be nsoldn is commissions. This is understandable 
because patrons for the most part go to the location f or one 
reason or another, then use the vending machine. Simply 
stated, the machine is not an attractor of customers to 
t he location; rather the opposite is true. This situation 
may, of course, change with time. 
Currently, routing and scheduling o~ service calls 
is relatively unimportant, the immediate desire being to put 
as many machines on location as rapidl y as possible. As in 
the two previous cases, calls are made once a week , more 
often if necessary. 
Merchandise is procured from the Miracle Automatic 
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Sales Company of Easton~ Pennsylvania, who use DuPont Nylon 
in their product, trademark ed Miracle. Stocking s are sold 
in t wo shades, dawn and dus k , and in four sizes, 9 - 10~ . 
Thoug h it was impossible to obtain an official 
app raisal, women who were shown a sample of the product all 
a greed t hat it was of g ood quality - comparable to $ 1.50 to 
$1.65 stocking s sold through other channels. Yet the vended 
price is only one dollar. Such a seeming ly low price is 
necessary in order to stimulate demand and overcome hesitance 
on the part of p otential buyers to purch ase from a machine, 
sight-unseen. 
Machines are adaptations of the Lehigh PX cig arette 
vender and are purchased throug h the local distributor at 
150 dollars per machine. As could be ex pecte d , they are de-
preciated over a five-year p eriod - service life is e xpected 
to be much longer. 
All major maintenance work is done by the local 
d istributor since this operation is not larg e enoug h to 
warrant a company-operated repair shop. 
Liability insurance, of an unknown amount, is car-
ried, but ag ain no property damag e or theft. It is reas one d 
that locations themselves are insurance enoug h a g ainst such 
loss. 
Commissions are on a fixe d schedule - eight cents 
per pair sold up to 100 pairs per week. I f sales are in e x -
cess of this, then cormnissions are paid at the rate of ten 
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cents per pair. At such rates, the break-even point per 
machine is calculated to be 40 pairs per week. 
Machines are taxed as personal property, there 
being no other taxes or license fees. 
The owner of this operation would not discuss cost 
of g oods sold or mark-up and no general figures are available • 
However , he did say that costs are high and that M. U. is 
less than for comparable products sold over the counter • 
J 
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